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8 0.1. Abstract

0.1. Abstract

The subject of the dissertation is hardware acceleration of network traffic classifiers. The author is

employed at Semihalf technology company, where he works with telecommunications platforms. As part

of the industrial doctorate, he participated in the Kornik intelligent Ethernet 400 Gb/s NIC project.

The current technological trend is leading to an abrupt increase in network bandwidth (100Gb and

400Gb Ethernet standards) with a relatively slow increase in the computing power of CPUs. As a result,

there is a need to shift more and more tasks from the CPU to dedicated hardware systems such as Smart

NICs.

The thesis of the dissertation assumes the optimal use of cache memory in packet classifiers leads

to significant performance improvements and power savings. An introduction to the experiments was

the analysis of existing solutions based on TCAM (Ternary Content Addressable Memory). As shown

in the literature, they are very efficient and flexible but suffer from a number of problems: high power

consumption, high cost, large silicon area, and a lack of efficient implementation in FPGA technology.

As a result, the use of cache memory was discussed, which will relieve the main TCAM system, handling

(caching) most of the queries.

In order to prove the thesis about cache memory performance, a series of simulation experiments

were designed. The first simulation concerned modeling the cache memory in the packet classifier block.

The simulation used four different series of Internet traffic samples publicly available to researchers. The

experiment determined the key memory parameters for which high efficiency (over 90%) is achieved.The

study shows that a four-way memory of 2,048 entries achieves this goal for all samples.

The second simulation experiment concerned the defragmentation of IP packets. This is a fundamen-

tal issue for classifiers as they work with complete packets only. This simulation modeled a packet de-

fragmentation circuit with flow memory that acted identically to the cache. Two data series from Japanese

and New Zealand backbone operators were used. The samples contained a small amount of defragmented

packets (1%), so the experiment was enriched with a novel technique of synthesizing large samples from

source data. The simulation showed high efficiency of the model with two- or four-way memory and a

size of 128.

In some market segments, such as satellite communication or high-bandwidth firewalls, network

cards implemented in FPGA technology play a special role. The implementation of such solutions con-

sumes a large amount of hardware resources, in particular Block RAM (BRAM). Therefore, research on

memory is particularly important in this application, as demonstrated by the discussion of the Kornik

NIC design for 400 Gb / s Ethernet. The Toeplitz hashing module discussed in the paper was used in the

RSS (Receive Side Scaling) block of the Kornik. An additional effect of the work are the implementation

plans for the simulation software as an environment for testing and prototyping FPGA subsystems.
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0.2. Streszczenie

Tematem rozprawy są metody sprzętowej akceleracji klasyfikatorów ruchu sieciowego. Autor

pracuje w firmie technologicznej Semihalf, gdzie zajmuje się na co dzień platformami telekomunika-

cyjnymi. W ramach doktoratu wdrożeniowego uczestniczył w projekcie stworzenie inteligentnej karty

sieciowej Kornik dla Ethernetu 400 Gb/s.

Obecny trend technologiczny prowadzi do skokowego wzrostu przepustowości sieci (standardy

100Gb i 400Gb Ethernet) przy stosunkowo powolnym wzroście mocy obliczeniowej procesorów.

W efekcie powstaje konieczność przerzucania coraz to większej części zadań z procesora CPU na

dedykowane układy sprzętowe takie jak inteligentne karty sieciowe (ang. Smart NIC). Teza rozprawy

zakłada, że właściwy dobór wielkości i architektury pamięci cacheskładującej dane o historii połączeń

sieciowych umożliwia znaczącą akcelerację klasyfikowania ruch sieciowego, redukcję zajmowanych za-

sobów sprzętowych i pobieranej energii.

Wstępem do eksperymentów była analiza istniejących rozwiązań opartych o pamięć TCAM (Ternary

Content Addressable Memory). Jak dowodzi literatura, są one bardzo wydajne i elastyczne ale cierpią na

szereg problemów: wysokie zużycie energii, wysoki koszt, duża powierzchnia krzemu, i brak wydajnej

realizacji w technologii FPGA. W efekcie omówiono zastosowanie pamięci cache, która odciąży główny

układ TCAM, obsługując (cache’ując) większość zapytań.

W celu dowiedzenia tezy o wydajności pamięci cache zaprojektowano szereg eksperymentów symu-

lacyjnych. Pierwsza symulacja dotyczyła modelowania pamięci cache, w układzie klasyfikatora paki-

etów. Symulacja korzystała z czterech różnych serii próbek sieciowych dostępnych publicznie dla

badaczy. Eksperyment miał określić kluczowe parametry pamięci, dla których uzyskuje się wysoką efek-

tywność (powyżej 90%). Badania wykazały, że czterodrożna pamięć o wielkości 2048 linii uzyskuje ten

cel dla wszystkich próbek.

Drugi eksperyment symulacyjny dotyczył defragmentacji pakietów IP. Jest to bardzo istotne za-

gadnienie dla klasyfikatorów, które pracują tylko na kompletnych pakietach. Ta symulacja zamod-

elowała układ defragmentacji pakietów z pamięcią połączeń, która działała identycznie jak pamięć

cache. Wykorzystana dwie kolekcje danych pochodzące od operatorów sieci szkieletowych w Japonii

i Nowej Zelandii. Próbki zawierały niewielką ilość zdefragmentowanych pakietów (1%), więc ekspery-

ment wzbogacono nowatorską techniką syntezy dużych próbek na podstawie danych źródłowych. Symu-

lacja wykazała wysoką efektywność układu przy dwu- lub czterodrożnej pamięci i rozmiarze 128.

W niektórych segmentach rynku, jak komunikacja satelitarna lub firewalle wysokiej przepustowości,

szczególną rolę odgrywają karty sieciowe zrealizowane w technologii FPGA. Implementacja takich

rozwiązań pochłania dużą ilość zasobów sprzętowych a w szczególności pamięci Block RAM (BRAM).

W związku z tym badania nad pamięcią są szczególnie ważne w tym zastosowaniu, co wykazano na

podstawie omówienia projektu karty sieciowej Kornik dla Ethernetu 400 Gb/s. Omówiony w pracy

moduł haszowania Toeplitza został zastosowany w układzie RSS (ang Receive Side Scaling) Ko-

rnika. Dodatkowym efektem pracy są plany wdrożenia wykonanego oprogramowania do symulacji jako

środowiska testowania i prototypowania podsystemów FPGA.
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1.1. Preface

The Ph.D. program, which resulted in the thesis, was sponsored by the Author’s employer: Semi-

half sp. z o.o. under the "Industrial Doctorate" program. The doctorate aimed at creating a hardware

acceleration strategy for traffic classifiers in the 400Gb Ethernet Smart NIC.

1.2. Rationale

Modern networking systems evolve along with the two major trends: convergence of the architec-

ture and diversification of the means to achieve it. One of the factors driving the convergence is the

dominance of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [1, 2]. Particularly, SDN became a ruling paradigm

governing the architecture of data centers across the whole spectrum of applications from public and

private clouds [3] to the telecommunication infrastructure [4]. However, despite the apparent unification,

the underlying protocol stack behind the SDN is diversified and multi-layered, spanning many tunneling

protocols, encryption standards, and topologies. Thus, as the network governance converges to SDN, the

SDN becomes a complex web of heterogeneous computing nodes of diverse architectures.

The landscape of network computing platforms includes software-defined application stacks, con-

figurable Smart Network Interface Cards (NICs), as well as software programmable SOCs and Network

Processing Units (NPUs). One common property is the programmability, which became the response to

the pace of the evolution in the SDN world [5]. The platforms, thus, are primarily heterogeneous, as they

all involve the software data plane and the programmable accelerator. In consequence, the role of the NIC

does not limit to the network I/O, but it becomes an integral part of the software ecosystem. The data

plane software consists of a purpose-built network stack that programs the hardware directly through

Direct Memory Access (DMA) [6]. The notable examples of such an approach are DPDK [7], ODP [8],

or VPP [9, 10] application frameworks. In summary, the modern NIC is a programmable network ac-

celerator, and the network processing system consists of hardware and software hierarchy working in

unison.

The layered, hierarchical approach is designed around the concept of a fast path. It operates by split-

ting the traffic between the processing elements so that most of the bandwidth is serviced by the most

efficient part, while the lower priority traffic is processed on the "best-effort" basis. A notable example of

a fast path approach is the decryption of the IPSec tunnel. The modern networking Application-Specific

Integrated Circuits (ASICs) such as Intel x520 [11], Intel x700 [12] can offload the IPSec decryption

(and encryption) completely, so that the packets arrive to the CPU memory as if there was no tunnel [13].

In this example, the NIC is the fast path while the software is a slow path, which accepts the excess traffic

rejected by the fast path. However, network ASIC have limited internal memory and can accommodate

up to several thousand connections[11]. Furthermore, excess traffic and unorthodox cases, such as mal-

formed packets, are passed to the software. Thus, the layered architecture manifests as software-hardware

tandem, where the software resolves the complex but infrequent cases while the hardware helps with the

bulk of the traffic. Often, each part consists of more layers. For instance, the data plane software may
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pass the traffic to the operating system. Likewise, the packet processing pipeline may split into generic

and offloaded parts or employ a cache to save power and resources [14, 15, 16].

Turning back to the unifying aspect of the SDN, most of the network workloads in data centers

rely on a limited number of algorithms, such as routing, Quality Of Service (QoS), Access Control List

(ACL), or overlays [17, 1]. The fundamental part of these tasks concerns the classification of the traffic.

Furthermore, the classification is a prerequisite for fast path approach relying on splitting the traffic be-

tween heterogeneous processing elements. The software control plane defines the classification criteria

based on the match-action paradigm, such as OpenFlow [18], or P4 [19]. The critical component of any

classification pipeline is the match table, which is based either on Ternary Content-Addressable Mem-

ory (TCAM) or Static RAM (SRAM). The TCAM directly implements the OpenFlow paradigm (ternary

pattern match), while SRAM is employed as the exact match scheme based on hashing. The exact match

hash table is the most prevalent memory component, which extends its applicability to areas such as IP

defragmentation [20] or TCP reassembly [21]. Both in the classification context, or in the other applica-

tions, the exact match table is called a flow table, since the network flow or a connection is a fundamental

unit of data. Ultimately, the exact match table becomes a fundamental building block of modern network-

ing hardware and its performance has an industry-wide impact amplified by the widespread adoption of

Smart NICs.

The industry application of this work results in the sponsorship of this Ph.D. program by Semihalf

company [22]. The Author was also a member of a FPGA design team of Kornik 400G Field Pro-

grammable Gate Array (FPGA)-based Smart NIC created by Plasteli.net [23]. The software simulation

system, which was the experimental basis for the scientific work, is going to be a part of the company’s

IPCore verification infrastructure.

1.3. The scope of the thesis

The primary thesis of this work is that the optimal use of cache memory in packet classifiers leads to

significant performance improvements and power savings.

In order to prove the importance of optimizing the memory of packet classifiers, the dissertation

analyzes the concept of a flow table from various perspectives. The role of the memory organization

is examined theoretically at first. Most importantly, though, the main contribution is the series of

original simulation experiments that provide the quantitative evidence for the proposed thesis. First,

the simulation of the flow cache based on a hash table demonstrates that the effectiveness of such an

approach can be achieved with a relatively simple memory block. The second experiment performs a

large-scale simulation of an IP defragmentation block, which likewise exhibits promising results using

the same memory organization.

The dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a tour over the modern data centers and

telecommunication networks. This chapter untangles the concepts of cloud computing and SDN, while

discussing their significance. Next, Chapter 3 examines the role of TCAM-based packet classifiers and

discusses the concept of a TCAM cache as a means of performance improvement. The simulation of

M. Czekaj Hardware acceleration of traffic classifiers
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the flow cache proves its practical effectiveness in Chapter 4. Then, Chapter 5 discusses the challenges

of implementing the Smart NIC and gives the example of a hash-based flow table in FPGA technology.

Subsequently, Chapter 6 offers an original data-scientific approach to simulation of the hardware IP

defragmentation block. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis of the work considering the gathered

evidence.

M. Czekaj Hardware acceleration of traffic classifiers
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2.1. Network workflow characterization

This chapter describes the technological landscape in which the packet processing takes place. The

future of networking is shaped by few key phenomenons:

– Software-Defined Networking (SDN)

– Cloud Computing

– End-to-end encryption

– Convergence of Telecommunication and Internet technologies (5G network architecture)

Each of these technologies poses new challenges to the scaling of the Internet. Moreover, some of

them are strongly coupled with each other. Since those terms can be quite general (and thus vague), it is

worth describing how they affect the networking software and hardware case-by-case.

2.1.1. Modern network architecture

Software Defined Networking as defined in RFC 7426 [2], creates a programmable network "through

the introduction of an abstraction for the data forwarding plane" [2, p 1]. That layer indirection between

networks often takes a form of a network overlay or a tunnel [1] such as VxLAN [24], NVGRE [25], or

plain IP.

A tunnel is a multiplexing method that encapsulates an original network packet in a new network

datagram. The outer layer of the tunnel usually consists of an IP packet followed by one of the specific

tunneling protocols. An schematic of VxLAN and NVGRE tunnels can be found in Figure 2.1 and 2.2,

respectively.

The NVGRE header is contained in the IP header (so it is Layer 4 protocol), and the tunneled payload

is a whole Ethernet frame containing the IP and subsequent layers. In the networking parlance, the first

IP header is called outer, and the tunneled header is by convention an inner header. The Generic Rout-

ing Encapsulation (GRE) header consists of Version, ProtocolType, Virtual Subnet ID

(VSID), and FlowID. The VSID field is identifying a tunnel connection, while the FlowID discrimi-

nates the tunneled flows. The VxLAN overlay is a similar concept, but the protocol header is embodied

in the UDP packet, and the Virtual Network Identifier (VNI) field marks the tunnel.

outer Ethernet outer IP GRE header payload

inner Ethernet inner IP ...Version Protocol Type Virtual Subnet ID (VSID) FlowID

Figure 2.1. Structure of an NVGRE protocol frame
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Cloud Computing is a technology of efficient utilization of data center computing resources through

sharing them among many applications at scheduled time [3]. Similarly, from the network perspective,

data center sharing employs the SDN technology to isolate networking domains between tenants or ap-

plications. In addition, could deployments require investment in load balancing, redundancy, and security

(e.g., anti-DDOS protection). Those capabilities are delivered by specialized network gateways, such as

load balancers or application-level firewalls.

A practical example of this approach is Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) [26].

Figure 2.3. An example of a virtual network topology in Amazon VPC; source: Ama-
zon Virtual Private Cloud User Guide [26, p. 5]

Figure 2.3 depicts an example of a virtual topology in Amazon VPC. There are two virtual subnets

called Availability Zone A and B, respectively. Each subnet is assigned two ranges of IPv4 addresses:

one public (203. ∗ . ∗ .∗) and one private (172.31. ∗ .∗). The zones are separated geographically, so an

outer Ethernet outer IP UDP header VxLAN header payload

inner Ethernet inner IP ...Flags VxLAN Network ID (VNI)

Figure 2.2. Structure of a VxLAN protocol frame

M. Czekaj Hardware acceleration of traffic classifiers
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internal data center infrastructure (e.g., routers) must maintain a routing table for all of those subnet ad-

dresses. Since communication in Amazon VPC is unicast-only, no address discovery mechanism (known

from "physical" Ethernet subnets) such as Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) exists in Amazon virtual

network. Therefore, the SDN layer must maintain a list of all valid IP addresses, not just a subnet prefix.

Figure 2.4. Security architecture of Amazon Werb Services; source:AWS WAF Secu-
rity Automations [27]

On the top of the Figure 2.3 there is also a symbol of an Internet Gateway which is an entry point

from the data center network to the Internet. Figure 2.4 displays several infrastructure functions offered

by Amazon Web Services (AWS). The most notable are:

– Application Load Balancer - the Internet entry point that splits the traffic between many web

application instances

– Web Application Firewall (WAF)- a firewall that can analyze the network traffic at the HTTP

level, preventing popular Web attack techniques directed at databases (SQL Injection) or web

pages (Cross-site Scripting, XSS).

End-to-end encryption is an industry-wide tendency to protect the network traffic in the whole data

path between an application and a client. This technology uses two main encryption protocols:

– Transport Layer Securityl (TLS) [28] – a transport-level encryption protocol explicitly by an ap-

plication, e.g. a web browser.
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– IPSec [29] – a tunneling protocol based on IPv4 or IPv6. It works transparently from the per-

spective of an application. It connects geographically distant networks or offers a Virtual Private

Network (VPN) for remote workers.

The encryption is essential in the case of the web traffic, which unanimously switched to HTTPS

and is in the process of dropping TLS 1.2 in favor of TLS 1.3 [30]. This transition impacts the industry

strongly. The new standard prevents decrypting the traffic by any intermediate device, thus forcing an

architectural change in data center networks [31]. The change in the TLS handshake algorithm prevents

any man-in-the-middle intervention. The new standard improves the overall security guarantees but also

prevents legal interception of the traffic by firewalls such as WAFs (discussed in section 2.1.1). The

solution to that problem is to design a firewall as a TLS proxy, which terminates the client session on one

side and creates a new session directed to an internal data center network.

Figure 2.5 depicts an example installation of TLS 1.3 in a data center firewall, such as WAF. Since

the firewall must process unencrypted traffic, it must terminate the public TLS connection. However,

those connections use public Certificate Authorities (CAs) for signing cryptographic keys. Therefore, it

must initiate another TLS session for internal use, which refers to private CA.

client

firewall

decrypt process encrypt

TLS 1.3
public CA data center

network

TLS 1.3
private CA

Figure 2.5. A TLS 1.3 deployment in the security infrastructure

The final remark about the "encryption everywhere" paradigm is that it dramatically increases the

computational power of every middlebox (in the network parlance, a custom network proxy, or an appli-

ance). These requirements have a considerable impact on the shift from pure software to an accelerated

network platform (discussed in section 2.2).

5G is a technology that adopts all of the paradigms discussed above. The deployment scheme of 5G

network services in data centers is characterized by the term mobile cloud computing [32]. One of the

aspects of interest is a displacement of a Radio Access Network (RAN) from the base station site to the

core network or the edge (a collocated data center). This architectural change is represented by Virtual

Radio Access Network (VRAN) shown in Figure 2.6. The connectivity between Radio Unit (RU) and

VRAN is tunneled and encrypted (e.g., by IPSec) [33], allowing to use commercial network infrastruc-

ture. VRAN network functions are mostly software-based and managed by a cloud orchestration system

such as Kubernetes [34] (based on Linux containers). The use of cloud orchestration is supplemented by

an SDN controller [35].

The widespread use of software-based network applications (replacing hardware appliances) is

known as Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [36]. In this paradigm, a single container of virtual
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Figure 2.6. An example of the 5G network topology; source: Enabling intelligent
transport in 5G networks [35]

machine instance runs a single Virtual Network Function (VNF), such as 5G call processing (vEPC) or

Packet Data Gateway (PGW) [37].

Figure 2.7 demonstrates the application of NFV inside the cloud-orchestrated compute node. The

key components in the picture are:

– VNF - Virtual Network Function – a network application deployed in the cloud. The application is

hosted by a dedicated virtual machine of a container.

– Virtual Switch – an application that provides the virtual network through tunnels (Open vSwitch

(OVS) in the picture). In this particular scenario, the switch is software-operated, but this function

could be offloaded to a Smart NIC as well. The software in use is Data Plane Development Kit

(DPDK) [7], a popular low-level network programming environment.

– Three high-speed network interfaces: two for the Fabric (i.e., cloud data plane) and one for the

VNF management interface (control plane). There is an additional low-speed interface for the

cloud (in this case, OpenStack) API.

The key conclusion from the example in Figure 2.7 is that a compute node, apart from being devoted

to computing, acts as a high-speed network gateway. Moreover, in the NFV scenario, the computing is

also network-centric.
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Figure 2.7. An example of the cloud compute node with Virtual Network Functions;
source: Network Functions Virtualization Planning and Configuration Guide [36]

2.1.2. Network workload characterizarion

To summarize the the section 2.1.1 modern networks converge to the cloud, and the cloud offers not

only flexibility in the allocation of resources but also security and isolation of sensitive data. The second

conclusion from the prevalence of the cloud is the convergence of network devices themselves. This

trend manifests itself in the change of the naming scheme, where all infrastructure devices become just

middleboxes. The change is also visible in the hardware, where former network "devices" become "ap-

pliances" based on commodity hardware and custom software stack. This particular aspect is discussed

in section 2.2.

Table 2.1. Feature matrix of various network nodes

Device type Flow tracking Forwarding Clasification Encryption Inspection Termination

Web server yes no no yes no yes
Application Firewall yes no yes yes yes yes
SDN switch yes yes yes no no no
Network gateway yes yes yes yes1 no no
Web load balancer yes no no no no yes

1 in case of an IPSec tunnel
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Table 2.1 is a simple feature matrix between several types of network nodes and features they need

to implement. The node types are explained as follows:

– Web server is a typical application deployed in the cloud.

– Application Firewall was explained in Section 2.1.1 as a firewall that inspects the contents of a

protocol (e.g. HTTP).

– SDN switch is a part of a cloud compute node architecture that provides a virtual network to the

applications running in the virtual machine or a container (see Section 2.1.1).

– Network gateway is a node that separates the internal network from the Internet or Local Area

Network (LAN) from Wide Area Network(WAN). The functions of the gateway are: routing, filter-

ing the connections (e.g., allowing some protocols only), QoS, and Network Address Translation

(NAT).

– Web load balancer is part of the Web-specific cloud infrastructure that relays the connections to

web servers as described in Section 2.1.1.

The features in the first row of the matrix are explained below:

– Flow tracking is a stateful connection tracking (usually L4: TCP or UDP), implemented by keep-

ing a connection table in RAM ad updating it each time a new packet arrives.

– Forwarding is a generalization of routing or switching, e.g., steering packets to different network

paths depending on the information contained in the packet headers.

– Classification is a traffic type recognition, e.g., for QoS purposes.

– Encryption is an initiation or termination of encrypted tunnels or secure connections such as TLS

or IPSec.

– Inspection is a facility to inspect the L4 protocol payload. This feature could be stateless (e.g.,

inspecting only a single frame) or stateful (recovering the data stream from many L4 packets).

– Termination is a point of final reception of the protocol data. Most protocols, such as HTTP or

FTP, are designed to terminate in the application server. However, various proxies, such as load

balancers or security appliances, must also terminate (and subsequently initiate) the protocol acting

as an intermediary.

Despite their diversity, most of the network nodes ultimately must implement similar features. For

instance, encryption is fulfilled by 3 out of 5 node types, while termination is present in 3 out of 5

cases. Likewise, flow tracking is prevalent across all types of network-attached devices. This convergence

means that any challenges related to those features have an industry-wide impact.

There are two fundamental kinds of network workloads, each with its characterization:
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– Payload-oriented is a type of workload that inspects the payload of a packet. This includes proto-

col termination (e.g., HTTP server), Deep packet Inspection (DPI) (Firewall), or various encrypted

tunnels (IPSec, TLS).

– Header-oriented is a forwarding workload that inspects only packet headers. Typically, that is

limited to the connection layer (OSI Layer 4: TCP, UDP) or inner connections in case of an unen-

crypted tunnel used in SDN.

In accordance with this, there are two fundamental link utilization metrics in the Ethernet:

– Packet rate - Packets Per Second (pps).

– Throughput - Gb/s.

The link utilization is computed as follows. Ethernet frames have the same structure across all links

from 1 Mb to 400Gb [38]. This Layer 1 (a.k.a. physical layer) structure is presented in Figure 2.8.

– Preamble - a predefined sequence of alternating 0 and 1 (7 ∗ 8 bits) used to synchronize clocks

– Start Frame Delimiter (SFD) - an 8-bit indicator of start of a frame (binary 10101011)

– Layer 2 Ethernet Frame - the frame received by the device

– Frame Checksum (FCS) - a CRC-32 checksum of the Layer 2 frame

– Inter-Frame Gap (IFG) - a gap between consecutive transmissions of frames

Preamble (7B) Start Frame Delimiter (SFD) - 1B Layer 2 Ethernet Frame - 60-1518 B Frame Checksum (FCS) - 4B Inter-Frame Gap (IFG) - 12B

Destination MAC Address - 6 B Source MAC Address - 6B EtherType - 2B Payload

Figure 2.8. Structure of an Ethernet frame in the physical medium

The minimal frame size is 60 bytes, and an under-sized frame is padded with zeroes. The link uti-

lization of the frame is therefore:

Lframe(SizeL2) = (Preamble+ SFD + SizeL2 + FCS + IFG) ∗ 8 = (SizeL2 + 24) ∗ 8 (2.1)

PPS =
Tlink
Lframe

(2.2)

where Lframe is a frame length in the link in bits, Tlink is a nominal link throughput in bits/sec, and

PPS is Packets Per Second. Figure 2.9a is an example of a packet rate function in 10Gb/s Ethernet. The

figure demonstrates that network workloads may differ substantially. Even when the total throughput is

the same, the packet rate may be relatively low for large packets or extremely high for small packets.
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If the workload is payload-oriented, then large packets produce more data to process. Conversely, a

high packet rate produces by small packets is a performance bottleneck to the header-oriented workload.

If the network workload is concerned only with the data carried by the Internet connection (such as

HTTP or FTP), the link is never fully utilized due to the relatively large network header overhead. For

smaller packets, the link is largely consumed by protocol headers. Figure 2.9b sketches an example link

utilization of TCP data. This utilization varies even though the link throughput remains constant. The

only factor that changes is the ratio between the bandwidth consumed by protocol headers and the data

used by an application (e.g., HTTP server).

Upayload =
Lpayload
Lframe

=
Lframe −

∑n
i=1 L(hi)

Lframe
(2.3)
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Figure 2.9. A role of packet size in the network workload metrics.

Header-based processing is a basic prerequisite for most network functionality and payload pro-

cessing is common in security-oriented nodes or applications servers. The workload type breakdown

is presented in Table 2.2. The functions enumerated in Table 2.1 are now related to payload or header

processing. Header processing is prevalent across functions, while payload processing is limited to en-

cryption, inspection, and termination.

Table 2.2. Paylod and header processing in network workloads.

Workload type Flow tracking Routing Classification Encryption Inspection Termination

Payload no no no yes yes yes

Header yes yes yes yes no yes

2.2. Network computing platforms and their limitations

The network nodes discussed in Section 2.1.1 may take several form factors or "platforms":

1. A commodity, rack-mounted server hardware with a high-speed (10-100 Gb) NIC based on ASIC.

2. A glsSOC-based, purpose-built platform (custom Printed Circuit Board (PCB) with System On

Chip (SOC), external interfaces, power supply, etc.).
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3. An accelerated commodity platform equipped with a programmable NIC or an FPGA card.

Option number 1 is the most popular overall. It is marketed for the cloud due to cost-effectiveness

and flexibility. The software design cycle is much shorter than hardware design (even FPGA), allowing

for continuous delivery of features without interruption.

Option number 2 is adopted by the telecommunication equipment (e.g., RAN) and in the small em-

bedded devices.

Accelerated commodity platforms (option number 3) are prevalent in high-end devices such as fire-

walls, application gateways, military hardware (where the unit count is low and the utility is high). A

high-end programmable NIC employed in advanced network processing (often whole stacks, such as

IPSec or TLS) is called Data Processing Unit. The term has been adopted by several manufacturers, such

as Marvell [39] or Nvidia [40].

Custom-built software stacks operating on commodity platforms try to bridge the performance gap

by allowing for direct programming of hardware without the assistance of an operating system [7]. The

DPDK technology allows for the processing of tens of millions of packets per single CPU core [41].

There are cases where this performance is still not satisfactory. It is a well-researched industry trend

that CPU power improvement lags behind the I/O bandwidth increase. E.g., McCalpin [42] described

the growing disparity between DRAM bandwidth and CPU power. The Ethernet standard now includes

the 400Gb link, accommodating nearly half of available DRAM bandwidth (c.a., 100GB/s or 800Gb/s).

According to PCI SIG [43], computer I/O bandwidth (measured ad PCI bus bandwidth) doubles every

three years. In addition, network computing is inherently an I/O-bound workload (NIC is most commonly

a PCI Express (PCI-E) card), which is affected by all these phenomena.

Table 2.3 enumerates the specific tradeoffs related to the three computing platform types. As always,

the choice is heavily dependent on the business case. For instance, a high volume of units in the data

center business enforces hardware cost savings, while defense-related products have lower volumes but

are less constrained by costs. Non-Recurring Engineering dominate the production of SOC platforms,

but their unit cost is relatively low compared to Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) hardware.

Table 2.3. Network computing platforms - pros and cons

Platform NRE Cost Unit Cost Flexibility Performance

Commodity low medium high low

Commodity+Accelerator medium high medium medium-high

Dedicated SOC high low low high

2.3. The concept of an accelerator

The network acceleration is a concept of a heterogeneous system where custom hardware (an ac-

celerator) executes a part of the workload, supporting the general-purpose CPU. This task is commonly

called offloading. It can take two forms:
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– Lookaside - a CPU submits a task to an accelerator and wait for its completion. It is similar in

principle to a GPU acceleration of computational tasks.

– Inline - the acceleration takes place at ingress or egress path in the NIC; which makes it nearly

transparent to the software (except for the configuration).

The difference between inline and lookaside methods makes a huge impact on the system architec-

ture. The former has bigger latency and is more coarse-grained, while the latter can be arbitrarily complex

or simple, depending on the hardware IP block that does the acceleration.

Cryptographic functions are popular lookaside engines. E.g., Intel QuickAssist [44] is offered as a

part of a chipset (an I/O chip on the computer board) in x86 server boards. Figure 2.10 demonstrates the

architecture of the Quick Assist technology stack. The principal mode of operation is asynchronous with

command and completion queues (via shared memory and DMA).

Figure 2.10. Intel Quick Assist technology stack; source: Intel Quick Assist Technol-
ogy [44]

An example of an inline acceleration is the computation of a TCP checksum in the NIC or adding

Virtual LAN (VLAN) tags to Ethernet frames. Encryption and decryption can also be working as inline.

Specifically, Intel X700 cards [12] and NVidia BlueField 2 Data Processing Unit (DPU) adapters [39]

offer an inline offload of IPSec protocol. Figure 2.11 depicts an architecture of an encrypted VxLAN

tunnel (the encryption is do through IPSec) provided by NVidia Bluefield 2 DPU [45]. In this architecture,

the hypervisor and Virtual Machine (VM) are seeing the unencrypted LAN traffic, while the DPU takes

over all the computationally intensive network processing. That includes symmetric decryption of IPSec

frames (key exchange algorithm is software-based), VxLAN encapsulation, as well as forwarding packets

between several network interfaces (called VF as they are using PCI-E Virtual Functions).

2.4. Overview of the accelerator architectures

There are four main types of accelerator platforms currently used in the industry, summarized by

Table 2.4. The main differences lie in:
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Figure 2.11. Inline encrypted tunnel offload by NVidia Bluefield 2 DPU; source:IPsec
Functionality - BlueField DPU SW Manual [45]

– the internal architecture ("Design" column),

– the connectivity with the host processor ("Bus" column),

– the form of the program or configuration of the accelerator ("Program" column).

– the kind of memory that is used by the device.

Table 2.4. Characteristic features of network accelerators

Accelerator Design Bus Program Memory

On-die(in the SOC) custom custom microcode, registers DRAM1 + SRAM
Smart NIC custom PCI-E microcode, registers SRAM
DPU SOC PCI-E compiled C code DRAM2 + SRAM
FPGA custom PCI-E microcode, registers DRAM2 + SRAM

1 Shared with the rest of the system 2 Dedicated memory, e.g., HBM

Most of the accelerators are in a PCI-E card form factor, allowing for flexible composition of the

final platform from the general-purpose CPU (typically a server processor) and an add-on card. In con-

sequence, it is the PCI-E bus, which provides the connectivity. PCI-E standard version 3 and higher can

provide a high-bandwidth link, e.g., up to 256 Gb/s for 16-lane PCI-E version 3 and 512 Gb/s for version

4 [43]. The latency of the communication is longer compared to in-silicon buses, as the signals must

travel on the PCB from one silicon die to the other. However, the delay is still under 1 microsecond.

Figure 2.12 presents the I/O architecture of a modern server platform (Intel Skylake [46]). One main

interconnect on the silicon die connects the CPU cores, DRAM dies, and off-chip I/O. All communication

with the NIC goes off-chip through the PCI-E controller. The same applies to DDR memory, so Smart

NIC cards use the host DRAM only for DMA and must use their memory resources (mostly on-chip

SRAM).
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Figure 2.12. Intel Xeon Scalable (Skylake) I/O architecture; source:Utilizing the Intel
Xeon Processor Scalable Family IIO Performance Monitoring Events [46]

The main difference between the accelerated commodity platform and a custom System On Chip

is the fact that the SOC has all components on the single die or in the package. In consequence, it is

possible to shorten the latency and increase the bandwidth.

Figure 2.13 shows the internal architecture of Marvell Octeon 10 SOC (called a DPU since it has

both standalone and network card form factors). The interconnect hierarchy is similar to Intel Skylake.

The CPU cores are connected by the dedicated mesh interconnect (XCalibur), while the accelerators are

centered around another bus (called I/O Co-Processor Interconnect). The network interface is now a part

of the SOC. The main DDR memory is usually outside the package. Coprocessors in the SOC may have

their internal SRAM resources, but they can use the system memory. The I/O interconnect in the SOC

may have a terabit bandwidth, allowing for more traffic to the memory controller.

Figure 2.13. Marvell Octeon10 DPU architecture; source:Marvell OCTEON 10 DPU
Platform [47]

The Data Processing Unit is often a SOC itself. Figure 2.14 presents the Nvidia Bluefield 2 DPU

connected to the host CPU system. The internal architecture of the DPU resembles that of the typical

SOC. It is split between the ARM core complex and the coprocessor complex. In this case, they are

joined by an internal PCI-E switch. The DPU, which is connected to the dedicated DRAM, is used by

the CPUs as well as coprocessors.
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Figure 2.14. NVidia Bluefield DPU architecture; source:Accelerating Scientific Ap-
plications in HPC Clusters with NVIDIA DPUs Using the MVAPICH2-DPU MPI
Library [48]

The FPGA-based NIC cards allow for relatively fast development of custom processing pipelines.

What they share in common is the ubiquitous PCI-E connectivity to the host CPU and the abundance of

dedicated DRAM. The DRAM may take the form of High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) or commodity

DDR3 or DDR4 dies. There are also tens of megabytes of internal SRAM for the programmable logic.

Figure 2.15 present an example Intrusion Detection System (IDS) design based in Xilinx UltraScale

platform [49]. This design is a custom processing pipeline with several stages, e.g., deduplication, flow

processing, or a custom IP Core. They all have access to dedicated lookup tables located in the HBM

memory module. The card is connected to the X86 host via an in-silicon PCI-E interface and has a

QSFP28 transceiver port for 100Gb/s Ethernet.

Figure 2.15. FPGA-based IDS architecture source:IPS/IDS Offload [49]

2.5. Summary

The main conclusion from this chapter is that network platforms and network algorithms form a di-

verse landscape but share many features. As argued in Section 2.1.2, the inner workings of most systems

consist of the same set of fundamental algorithms such as classification, flow tracking, or encryption.
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The hardware platforms employed in the data centers perform similar tasks as the equipment used in

the telecom infrastructure. The convergence of network architecture to Software-Defined Networking and

widespread adoption of the cloud computing paradigm (discussed in Section 2.1.1) further emphasizes

this trend. The hardware products follow the same pattern. As long as the underlying principles remain

the same, off-the-shelf network accelerators, such as DPUs or Smart NICs satisfy diverse market needs.

The main difference in the acceleration engines is a form factor, interconnect architecture, and the

type of memory. Section 2.4 demonstrated that IP blocks of the accelerator cards and network SOCs per-

form similar tasks. Most of the high-end accelerators make use of general, purpose CPUs, with Marvell,

Nvidia, and Intel using ARMv8 cores in their DPU products [47] [45] [50].

The convergence of network computing causes any network-related research to have an industry-wide

impact. Any findings in the field of network processing algorithms and hardware apply to a wide range of

industrial applications, which amplifies the significance of the research. Furthermore, the development

of network computing functions can steadily progress from software through programmable logic to

silicon. This transition should be anticipated in the first place by always maintaining a hardware-oriented

perspective while working in the field of high-speed networks.
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3.1. Stateless packet classification

Packet classification is a prerequisite for most network algorithms. The essence of classification is to

split the traffic into categories that determine their further processing stages. Those traffic categories are

often called "classes", although the term is also used specifically in the QoS context, where those classes

also have priorities and scheduling disciplines. The following principles describe the basic method of

classification:

– based on L2-L4 network headers

– stateless

– dynamic

The first attempt to classify a packet is always based on network headers, as they contain the most

relevant and easily accessible information, such as addresses or protocol numbers. Modern data centers

NICs parse the network headers up to Layer 4, thus, giving that information "for free" to later processing

stages. There are several features requiring packet metadata:

– Receive Side Scaling (RSS) – a traffic load-balancing method based on network addresses

– TCP/UDP checksum offload – calculating the checksum requires parsed headers

– Large Receive Offload (LRO) – merging a series of smaller TCP segments into a bigger segment

The classification method is stateless, which means that determining the traffic class is based purely

on the content of the current network header, and the decision does not depend on prior actions. The

exact classification criteria may change at any moment, and so the method must be dynamic and allow

for runtime reconfiguration.

Figure 3.1 shows a simplified example of traffic classification in a network gateway. There are three

traffic classes: IPSec, local and foreign. Each of the traffic class id determine by the fields from the IPv4

header:

– ip.proto – the L4 protocol number

– ip.dst – the destination IP address

The protocol number 51 means Encapsulated Security Protocol (ESP), which is a part of the IPSec

protocol suite[29]. The proper execution of those rules requires adhering to the precedence (top-down

in the picture). Otherwise, the rule ip.dst = * would capture all cases. Often the criteria are not

mutually exclusive and assume some priority.

The three classes correspond to three network algorithms: decryption, termination, and routing. The

division to classes is comparable to an internal demultiplexing of distinct data channels. Furthermore,

routing, termination, and decryption are substantially different tasks, highlighting the necessity of clas-

sifying the traffic (a wrong classification leads to an incorrect result, e.g., IP packets destined to the local

host cannot be routed).
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classifier

IPSecip.proto=51

local IPip.dst = 10.16.0.254

foreign IP
ip.dst = *                   

decryption

routing

terminationEthernet
traffic

Figure 3.1. An example of a network processing pipeline based on classification

3.2. The Open Flow standard

One of the most popular ways to describe the packet classification rules is based on the principles

from Section 3.1. The Open Flow standard[18] is a common notation and a set of protocols governing the

forwarding devices (switches, routers, virtual switches) in the data center. The success of SDN has been

largely supported by the widespread adoption of Open Flow. The basic architecture is presented Figure

3.2. The system consists of the Open Flow controller (or orchestrator in SDN parlance) and multiple

Open Flow switches. The switch may be based on a dedicated switching SOC but may also be software-

based, such as Open vSwitch[51].

Figure 3.2. OpenFlow architecture; source: OpenFlow Switch Specification[52]

The internal architecture of the switch consists of ingress and egress stages, and each stage spans

several processing elements called tables. Figure 3.3 depicts the logical representation of the switch

architecture, which captures the essential details without referring to the underlying hardware or software

of the switching platform.
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Figure 3.3. OpenFlow packet processing pipeline; source: OpenFlow Switch Specifi-
cation[52]

A flow table in Figure 3.4 is the most notable schematic. It consists of flow entries matched against

packet metadata and action logic, which determine the next processing step.

Figure 3.4. OpenFlow flow table; source: OpenFlow Switch Specification[52]

The flow entries in the table consist of several fields. Each field is a packet header field extracted by

the packet parser (depicted by the lower-left block in Figure 3.4). Table 3.1 presents a set of OpenFlow

match rules corresponding to the classification schema from Figure 3.1.

The internal representation of each of the fields consists of:

– Fixed length bit field
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Table 3.1. An OpenFlow match table corresponding to Figure 3.1

Precedence IPv4_DST IP_PROTO

1 *.*.*.* 51

2 10.16.0.254 *

3 *.*.*.* *

– Fixed length bitmask

The overall match criteria for a rule is:

Rk ⇔ (f1&m1 = p1&m1) ∧ · · · ∧ (fi&mi = pi&mi) ∧ · · · ∧ (fn&mn = pn&mn) (3.1)

where

– Rk is a binary result of a rule match

– fi is a field pattern

– mi is a mask

– pi is a packet field extracted from the packet header

– operator & is a bitwise logical "and"

– n is a number of march rules in the table

The overall match result for the table T selected, so that the lowest matching rule becomes the final

outcome.

T = min
i=1...n

Ri ∗ i (3.2)

This type of matching is often called a ternary match, as each bit of the pattern can have three values:

one, zero, or "don’t care" (wildcard). The ternary match has become popular in the networking field for

several reasons:

1. The algorithm can encode IP subnets, e.g. a subnet 10.16.0.0/16 becomes 10.16.*.* or

f =0a10000016,m =ffff000016.

2. The bitmask naturally encodes a binary range, such that

p < 2n ⇔ p ∼
w−n︷ ︸︸ ︷

0 . . . 0

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
∗ . . . ∗

where w is a bit width of a field and operator ∼ is a ternary match.

3. The algorithm can encode arbitrary ranges, although a range not based on a power of two requires

more than one rule. For example:

p < 5⇔ p < 4 ∧ p = 5⇔ p ∼ 00 ∗ ∗ ∨ p = 0101
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4. The rule precedence allows for encoding a routing table, as long as more specific rules (fewer

wildcards) have higher precedence than less specific. For instance, a subnet mask 10.16.*.*

has lower precedence than 10.16.1.*. The lower precedence of the latter would deactivate that

rule.

5. The ternary match is used as a primary expression language for several networking standards, such

as IPSec Security Association[29] or Access Control List (ACL)[53].

6. There is an efficient hardware implementation of the ternary match in the form of Ternary Content-

Addressable Memory (TCAM).

3.3. TCAM-based packet classification

The versatility of ternary match is accompanied by the relative ease of hardware implementation.

TCAM is often available as an IP block, or generated by a special compiler to the desired process technol-

ogy[54, 55]. There are also large discrete TCAM parts in sale for switches and routers[56]. Commercial

switches, such as Cisco Catalyst series[57, 58, 59] use TCAM as a basic rule engine.

The basic architecture of TCAM and its use is well commented in Pagiamtzis and Sheikholeslami

[60]. The high-level schematics are laid down in Figure 3.5. The schematic represents a three-row bank

with four-bit width. The programming circuitry is omitted for simplicity. The TCAM bank has one data

input called Search Line (SL) and one output called Match Line (ML). Since each row has a correspond-

ing bit line from ML0 to ML2, the output is one-hot encoded. Typically, ML lines connect to a priority

encoder which converts one-hot encoding to a two’s complement encoding (Result[0:1]). The vari-

able Result[0:1] is treated as an address of an SRAM cell containing a corresponding data (e.g., an

OpenFlow Action RAM).

Priority
Encoder Action RAMResult[0:1]3x4 TCAM

ML0  

ML1  

ML2  

Search Line

SL1SL3SL0SL2

Figure 3.5. Top-level TCAM architecture

Figure 3.6a shows an internal architecture of a TCAM array. The memory bank is a matrix of cells,

and all rows activate in parallel. The Match Line is precharged as logic "1" by a circuit not present in

the drawing. Each time a cell does not match the corresponding SL bit, the ML line is pulled low (i.e.,

shorted to ground). Figure 3.6b show a schematic of a NOR-type TCAM cell. The writing circuitry is
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omitted for clarity. The ML line is shared by all cells in the row. If any cell pulls down the line (connects

to ground) the logic level of ML is zero. Signals SL and ~SL are always complementary. The memory

cells (D,∼ D) are identical to SRAM memory cells. They are used to encode the bit patterns 0, 1, and ∗
as (1, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1), respectively.

Suppose the signals have following values: SL = 1,∼ SL = 0, D = 1,∼ D = 0. The transistors

T1-T4 are N-type MOS. The signal D = 1 opens the transistor T1 and signal SL = 1 opens T2.

Those two transistors act effectively as an "AND" gate between SL and ∼ D. When both T1 and T2

are conducting, the ML line is connected to ground. The analogous situation opens T3 and T4 when

D = 1 and ∼ SL = 1. When both D and ∼ D memory cells are logic "1", the ML line is never pulled

down, which encodes the "don’t care" pattern. Table 3.2 contains the complete truth table for the cell

from Figure 3.6b.

01 0

0

0

0

1

*

ML1

*1

1 1 1

ML2

11 ML3

SL0

+ ~ 

SL1

+ ~ 

SL2

+ ~ 

SL3

+ ~ 

(a) TCAM array
(b) NOR-type TCAM cell[60]

Figure 3.6. Internal architecture of a TCAM bank

Table 3.2. TCAM cell truth table

Symbol D ∼ D SL ∼ SL ML

1 1 0 1 0 1

1 1 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 1 1

0 0 1 1 0 0

* 1 1 1 0 1

* 1 1 0 1 1

3.4. Limitations of TCAM memory

TCAM memory has several disadvantages compared to Static RAM:
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– high power consumption

– large silicon area

– slower speed

– inefficient implementation in FPGA technology

The power consumption of a TCAM device can is approximately proportional to the number of

Match Lines[60]. In this respect, the parallel operation of the TCAM, which is a clear advantage in the

functional domain, becomes a disadvantage in the power domain.

The silicon area of TCAM can be estimated based on the number of transistors and the number of

wires. Conventional TCAM cells have 16 transistors: two 6-transistor SRAM cells and four "comparator"

transistors displayed in Figure 3.6b. A literature survey suggests up to 10-fold increase in total silicon

area compared to SRAM cells. Deshpande et al. [61] demonstrates a 16T TCAM cell with total density

of 3.48 Mb/mm2, which is approximately 0.3 µm2. On the other hand, Chang et al. [62] and Yeap et al.

[63] machieves SRAM cell density of 0.02µm2.

TCAM blocks can achieve high search speed. For instance, Chang et al. [62] demonstrates 2 GHz

frequency. However, the SRAM arrays demonstrate even 5 GHz speed [63], when used in CPU data

caches.

Finally, TCAM is notoriously difficult to implement in FPGA technology, where the available imple-

mentation primitives are either block RAMs or logic blocks( Configurable Logic Blockss (CLBs))[64].

Of the four mentioned limitations, power consumption is the weakest spot and is the most challeng-

ing.

3.5. The concept of the TCAM cache

e The limitations of TCAM have led to two alternative approaches:

– The algorithmic approach – implementing in hardware special data structures for multi-criteria

lookup.

– The offloading approach – augmenting TCAM with additional memory to reduce its area or power

impact.

The search for a TCAM replacement was imminent at least two decades ago: Baboescu, Singh, and

Varghese [65] presented a summary of alternative approaches. Since then, the field has expanded due

to the proliferation of SDN. The algorithmic approach is based on a multi-criteria search algorithm. An

OpenFlow rule decomposes to multiple criteria consisting of ranges or single values and then is processed

by specialized (usually tree-based) data structures. Li et al. [66] is an example of a modern tree-based

algorithm for multi-criteria search. The decomposition may lead to a specialized match-action pipeline,

as in Yang et al. [67], where OpenFlow rules are decomposed and then executed piece-wise by more

straightforward methods such as prefix lookup (tree-based) or exact match (based on a hash table).
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In the offloading approach, TCAM is extended by another search block that either reduces the size

of TCAM or saves the energy. Yamaki [15] proposed a cache unit that takes over most of the traffic

directed at TCAM. The cache is implemented as a hash table, which memorizes all combinations of

packet fields that would be processed by TCAM. Several assumptions about the nature of Internet traffic

predicate the performance of such an approach. Namely, the combinations of the packet fields do not

appear completely at random but are clustered (or not uniformly distributed). This assumption is called

traffic locality, which is an analog to a data locality assumption in CPU data caches. The concept of

traffic locality is examined in depth in Chapter 4.

Despite the attempts to replace it, the persistence of TCAM in the networking industry becomes

justified by examining the alternatives. Table 3.3 summarizes the usefulness of TCAM in several popular

networking algorithms.

– Exact match is a search of a single binary signature.

– Ternary match searches a binary pattern with a "don’t care" bit.

– Range match is a search of a numeric range.

– Longest prefix match is a specific type of pattern match used in routing. The "don’t care" bits are

allowed only at the end of the key (e.g., 192.168.*.*).

– Membership query is an implementation of a set membership function (e.g., by a Boom Filter[68]).

– Key-value store is an associative table or a cache.

Table 3.3 indicates that most of the network search algorithms can be realized by TCAM. The alter-

natives based on trees or hash tables can replace TCAM only in specific cases, which further supports the

idea to keep TCAM in the design while trying to minimize its negative impact (e.g., by saving energy).

Table 3.3. Comparison of memory types and algorithms, where TCAM is used.

Algorithm TCAM HASH table Tree

Exact match yes yes yes

Ternary match yes no costly1

Range match costly2 no yes

Longest prefix match yes no yes

Membership query yes yes yes

Key-value store yes yes yes

1 via multiple trees 2 multiple entries

As demonstrated by the OpenFlow standard, most packet classification algorithms operate on a lim-

ited set of fields. In practice, the minimal data unit of classification is the network flow or a network

connection. The flows are identified by a subset of packet fields called tuples. The most notable example
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is a 5-tuple, which identifies a TCP or UDP connection. The tuple consists of a pair of IP addresses,

ports, and a protocol number from the IP header (to distinguish between various transport protocols).

That tuple is used to identify sessions to many network applications, such as Hypertex Transfer Protocol

(HTTP), Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), Domain Name Service (DNS), File Transfer Protocol

(FTP), and their "secure" versions (transported over TLS as opposed to plain TCP). However, the proto-

cols may be tunneled in SDN or a corporate Virtual Private Network (VPN) environment. In that case, the

application session is identified by the 5-tuple constructed after removing the tunnel headers containing

"inner" addresses. The "outer" tuple would identify the tunnel carrying aggregated traffic from multiple

sessions. Identifying a tunnel is a less common case but undoubtedly present in the SDN core network.

The fundamental observation leading to the concept of aTCAM cache is that there is a one-

to-many relation between a ternary pattern and a network flow. For instance, if an IP address pat-

tern is 10.16.0.*, then that pattern can be represented by 256 addreses from 10.16.0.0 to

10.16.0.255. If M i
f is a set of all flows matching an i-th field, then the n-field pattern Mp forms

a cartesian product of all matching flows:

Mp = M1
f ×M2

f × · · · ×Mn
f (3.3)

A two field pattern consisting of an IPv4 address and a port number (10.16.0.∗, 000000∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗2)

corresponds to a set {IP ∼ 10.16.0.∗}×{0 ≤ Port ≤ 1023} (network, ports must not be zero, but that

is not relevant to the algorithm).

The number of potential match fields may be large, but theTCAM bit width limits the actual entropy.

Besides, in the process of programming the TCAM the fields are concatenated and reduced to a single

ternary bit pattern. Figure 3.7 presents a typical architecture of a packet classification pipeline. In this

example, the packet data is fed by a 512-bit bus to a packet parser. The parser produces a finite set of

fixed-width fields, such as IP addresses or ports. Those fields are then combined into a single 128-bit key.

The key is then matched against 1024 rows ofTCAM memory.TCAM width is the same as key width,

and once the key is constructed, there is no distinction between fields.

Parser
Key 

Extractor
Frame octets

Field 1

Field 1

Field n

...

128 x 1024
TCAM

Binary Key

512 128

Figure 3.7. An example packet classification pipeline

Since the search key is a binary pattern, it may be cashed in the associative memory. Once the network

tuple is translated to the bit combination, the key can be treated as one network flow regardless of the

tuple design.
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Figure 3.8 demonstrates a flow caching scheme by using network tuples as keys in the associative

table. Theoretically, eachTCAM rule may be related to many (potentially millions) flows. However, cache

size should not be too large in order to remain an efficient alternative to TCAM. The statistical nature

of the traffic should limit the state explosion caused by the translation from the ternary to the binary

regime. The exact effect of this statistical distribution will be the subject of chapter 4, but it is worth

noting that the observable entropy of the network tuples is much smaller than the theoretical bit entropy

of the TCAM key. The theoretical maximal entropy assumes a uniform distribution of bits in the key,

which is not the case in real-world traffic.

Cache

Src IP
10.2.0.1
10.2.0.1
10.2.0.1
10.2.0.1

Dst IP
10.16.0.1
10.16.0.1
10.16.0.2
10.16.0.3

Src Port
1025
1026
1027
1028

Dst Port
53
53
22
22

TCAM

Src IP
10.2.0.1
10.2.0.1

Dst IP
10.16.0.1
10.16.*.*

Src Port
*
*

Dst Port
53
22

Figure 3.8. An example of cachingTCAM rules by memorizing network flows

The associative memory acting as a cache must be much more efficient than TCAM, which leads

to a choice of an SRAM-based hash table. The schematical architecture of an SRAM-based cache is

presented in Figure 3.9. The schematic does not include circuitry updating the memory upon a cache

miss for simplicity. The top-level schematic (Figure 3.9a) consists of a three-element pipeline:

1. Cache memory doing the first key search.

2. TCAM bank during a second search upon a cache miss.

3. Action RAM indexed either by the cache or by the TCAM, depending on which is activated.

The idea of a cache is that it forms a complete bypass on the TCAM as long as the cache contains a

search key. The TCAM is activated only when the cache cannot complete the request. Therefore, as long

as the cache can maintain a high hit ratio, the energy expenditure of the TCAM would be minimized.

Figure 3.9b displays a simplified memory organization of a cache block. The more elaborated version

is presented in Chapter 5. The SRAM memory is distributed into several banks, acting as hash table

buckets. If one of the banks contains the key, the hit signal is activated. The bank must preserve the

original key along with the action index, which is a cached value.

3.6. summary

This chapter presented the role of the TCAM memory in the design of network devices. The unique

challenges of using this type of associative memory led to multiple attempts to replace it. One of the most
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En
TCAM

Key

Index

Cache
Key

Index

Action
RAM

FIFO

Index
Hit

(a) TCAM cache top-level design

Bank0

Bank1

Bank2

Hit

Key
FIFO

Key addr
Hash

(b) TCAM cache memory organization

Figure 3.9. Achitecture of a TCAM cache

promising ideas is to extend the TCAM-based design by complementing it with a more efficient memory

based on a hash table. However, the concept of a TCAM cache is based on the fundamental assumption

that the network traffic is not uniformly distributed and can be efficiently cached. The verification of that

hypothesis, as well as the recommended size of the cache, remains a matter of experimentation, which

will be the subject of the next chapter.
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4.1. Introduction

This chapter presents original research on network flow caching. Following the conclusions from

Chapter 3, the feasibility of caching is based on the nun-uniformity of network traffic distribution. The

research question at hand is what is the key indicator of traffic locality. Furthermore, the process of

deriving the memory organization of a flow cache deserves additional attention. Section 4.1.1 introduces

the subject of the network traffic statistics, Section 4.1.2 provides a background for a concept of flow

caching, and Section 4.2 contains empirical measurements based on publicly available network packet

traces. The empirical measurements, backed by simulation experiments, are described in Section 4.3,

which provide estimates of a flow cache size for a given memory design.

4.1.1. Network traffic distribution

The traffic locality hypothesis stresses two aspects of packet data:

1. highly non-uniform address distribution

2. temporal locality of packets with similar addresses

The distribution of addresses in the Internet fits a heavy-tailed distribution. Adamic and Huberman

[69] discusses the use of Zipf distribution as the most accurate model. Likewise, power-law distribu-

tions, such as Poisson or Weibull approximate the traffic arrival rate [70]. This observation is confirmed

by Borgnat et al. [71] by examining the long-term memory of the empirical traffic traces and suggesting a

strong self-similarity. The heavy-tailed distribution of traffic arrival is responsible for a long-term depen-

dence, which, according to Kim and Crovella [72], is detrimental to caching (which relies on short-term

similarities). Moreover, Sikdar and Vastola [73] observes the self-similarity in TCP traffic, while [74]

reaffirms its presence in the IPv6 and IPv4 packet data.

Benson, Akella, and Maltz [75] summarizes the observations of the traffic properties from different

data centers, concluding that it is bursty and locally distributed. The burstiness means that the packets

from a single network flow arrive in series. It is attributed to an on-off characteristic of packet transmis-

sion, from which the Weibull distribution is derived (this is a Poisson process with on-off property[70]).

The on-off property means that the transmission is modulated by the periods of activity followed by the

time of inactivity. This phenomenon is observable in millisecond time scales [75].

The Cummulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the flow arrival distance is the best manifestation

of the locality principle. The CDF is computed as a discrete cumulative sample histogram:

fX(i) = {|xi|, xi ∈ X, i ∈ [1, |X|], i < j → xi < xj} (4.1)

FX(i) = {
∑
k<i

xk, i ∈ [1, |H|]} (4.2)

where X is a sample, fX is a Probability Density Function (PDF) of X and FX is a CDF of X .

The inter-arrival sample is collected by Algorithm 4.1. The algorithm converts time-domain order

information to "timeless" packet distance by using packet index in the sample instead of the timestamp.
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This conversion allows for more accurate locality measure, since the relative order gives an immediate

information about the packet arriving in series one after another. Consider a pair of packets (pi, pj).

Their inter-arrival time is ∆t = time(pi) − time(pj) while their inter-arrival distance is ∆d = i − j.
The value of ∆t does not indicate the relative order except the sign, which notifies which packet arrived

earlier. However, the value ∆d = ±1 betokens the packets arriving consecutively. Moreover, when

working on diverse data sets (e,g,;, from various vendors with different link speeds), the measure of time

becomes problematic, as the transmission time is proportional to the Ethernet link speed.

Algorithm 4.1 Computing the flow inter-arrival distance sample from the packet trace
Prerequisites

– T = {pi, time(pi), i ∈ [0, |T − 1|]} – a packet trace

– I = {di ∈ N} – a resulting set of inter-arrival distances

– time(p) ∈ N – a discrete timestamp of a packet

– flow(p) – a flow key of the packet, in this case a 5-tuple (IPsrc, IPdst, Portsrc, Portdst, P roto)

function Inter-arrival(T )→ Tmix → I

Step 1 Create a set F of all flows in the trace F := {flow(p), p ∈ T}

Step 2 Group all packets into flows Tf := {p ∈ T, flow(p) = f, f ∈ F}

Step 3 Compute inter-arrival distances for packets in a flow If := {i− j, time(pi) < time(pj),@pi <
p < pj ∈ Tf}

Step 4 Return the union I of all If : I :=
⋃
f∈F If

Figure 4.1 demonstrates a CDF and PDF of an example inter-arrival time of packets from the same

flow. The CDF in the picture can be interpreted as a probability that one of the subsequent packets

belongs to the same flow.

FI(n) = P (flow(pi) == flow(pj)), 1 ≤ i− j ≤ n (4.3)

where I is the collected inter-arrival sample and FI is a discrete CDF defined in Equation4.2. The value

FI(1) = 0.44 in Figure 4.1 means that there is 44% chance of the next packet arriving from the same

flow. Subsequently, FI(5) = 0.81 gives 85% chance to one of the next five packets. The PDF function

was fit to the exponential curve f(x) = αx−λ, demonstrating that the power law holds for this metric as

well.

4.1.2. Network flow caching

The idea of network flow caching has been gaining popularity for several decades. Feldmeier [76])

proposed improving the performance of routing by caching IPv4 flows, observing that the inter-arrival
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Figure 4.1. En example of a PDF and CDF of an in-flow arrival time fitted to αx−λ

and its CDF

time was a good performance predictor. Kim et al. [77] evaluated various cache-replacement schemes

for ATM carrying IP traffic, concluding that the Least Recently Used (LRU) policy can be sub-optimal.

Congdon et al. [78] proposed a hardware caching scheme in front of the TCAM, comprised of a small

Content-Addressable Memory (CAM) and SRAM blocks. An alternative approach is discussed in Katta

et al. [79], where TCAM become a cache for a software-based OpenFlow rule engine. Another TCAM

cache was proposed recently by Tanaka et al. [16], which focuses on microarchitecture improvements

and optimal memory configuration. Yamaki [15] proposes a new replacement policy for a TCAM cache

(called Elevator Cache) that could outperform the LRU in the task of caching 5-tuples (for the 5-tuple

definition see Table 4.2).

Since most network algorithms use the connection as a primary operation unit, flow caching applies

to a broad spectrum of problems. Table 4.1 presents a breakdown of various network algorithms and

protocols. Widespread network tasks, such as routing, QoS, or Access Control, are solely connection-

based. QoS algorithms are also flow-based. However, the priority of the traffic follows from the IP header.

The IPv6 offers the Traffic Class (TC) field while the IPv4 uses the Differentiated Services (DS) field.

Likewise, 5-tuple identifies most of the traditional Internet protocols. There are exceptions to this rule

embodied by the popular SDN protocols, such as Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) or VxLAN.

Some modern protocols support roaming, which keeps the session open when the user changes the IP

address. The leading example of the application of data roaming is the telecom infrastructure and GPRS

Tunnelling Protocol (GTP). Also, Google’s attempt to reinvent the Web protocol, which resulted in the

roll-out of QUIC[80], supports IP address roaming. The overall conclusion is that the flow caching based

on the 5-tuple can cover most cases. Moreover, the practice of using the 5-tuple is adopted by a NetFlow
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Table 4.1. Flow caching schemes for various network algorithms

Network Workload 5-tuple Other

Ethernet Switching no MAC

IP Routing yes no

Access control yes no

QoS yes TC1/DS2

DPI yes no

IPSec yes SPI

TLS yes no

FTP yes no

DNS yes no

HTTP yes no

MPLS no Label

VxLAN no VNI

GTP no TEID

QUIC no Connection ID

1 IPv6 2 IPv4

traffic sampling standard used by network infrastructure devices [81]. Exceptions from the 5-tuple stan-

dard are addressed by adding few custom fields, such as QUIC session ID. As discussed in Section 3.5,

the flow key construction is flexible and can accommodate many unrelated fields.

4.2. Measurements

4.2.1. Methodology

The network traffic statistics were collected from four publicly available data sources:

– Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Enterprise Tracing Project (LBNL) [82][83], traffic col-

lected from the LBNL data center.

– Naples University traffic traces [84][85][86], Web traffic sampled at the Internet gateway of the

university network.

– Waikato Internet Traffic Storage archives from WAND research group (WAND) [87][88], data

obtained from the core router of New Zealand’s ISP.

– MAWI Working Group Traffic Archive (MAWI) [89][90], the most recent traffic source, which

originates from Japan’s ISP’s backbone link.

The samples are collected according to Algorithm 4.1 with the only exception of the Step 3, replaced

by some other traffic statistics. The traffic key is the standard inner 5-tuple as observed in the NetFlow
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protocol[81]. Table 4.2 presents an exact binary format of the key. The final key is the byte array con-

catenated from all the fields. The IP address fields are sized after the IPv6 address and padded with zeros

when the address is from the IPv4 header. Where there is no TCP or UDP header, the port numbers are

zeroed as well. The protocol field is filled with the IPv4 protocol field or the IPv6 next field. Non-IP

traffic is not analyzed.

Table 4.2. Flow key format

Field Size [B]

Source IP 161

Destination IP 161

Source Port 2

Destination Port 2

Protocol 1

Total 37

1 IPv4 adresses are padded with zeros

4.2.2. Results

Figure 4.2 contains a CDF of flow length measure in a number of packets. The majority of flows are

short-lived, with more than 95% of flows having length 64 or fewer packets. Among the flows of length

four or less, there is notable diversity with MAWI trace having 90% of those extremely short flows and

Naples trace only 20%. This chart supports the traffic locality hypothesis of short and bursty flows. In

Figure 4.3 the flows are additionally weighted by the volume of traffic. Figure 4.3 demonstrates that most

of the bandwidth is occupied by the flows of length more than a hundred in the case of Naples or more

than ten thousand in the case of MAWI and LBNL. The duration of the sampling of the traffic limits the

longest flows.

In supplement to the dimension-less length, Figure 4.4 shows the CDF of flow duration in second as

a fraction of traffic volume. It emphasizes that most of the flows last for minutes (WAND, MAWI, LBNL

having a median of at least 400 seconds) except for the Naples data, which stands out as extremely short-

lived with a median of two seconds. The Naples trace contains only HTTP traffic, which is known for

using short requests.

The long flows do not disprove the locality hypothesis, but they require further examination of the

inter-arrival distance. Figure 4.5 demonstrates that the median distance between packets is relatively

short for most traces, spanning from three (LBNL) through eleven (Naples) except for WAND leading

to eight hundred. The CDF of the flow inter-arrival distance supports the locality principle and suggests

a strong "burstiness" of traffic.

The last measure which can shed light on the traffic locality is focused on the sub-millisecond behav-

ior. The distribution of the number of active flows, displayed in Figure 4.6, suggests a large discrepancy
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Figure 4.2. CDF of flow length in packets.
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Figure 4.3. CDF of flow length in packets weighted by traffic volume.
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Figure 4.4. Flow duration (s) as a fraction of total volume (CDF)

caused partially by the difference in the link bandwidth. Thus, choosing a dimensionless measure of

packet distance is more objective.
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Figure 4.5. CDF of flow distance
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Figure 4.6. CDF of number of active flows in millisecond time frame

Figure 4.7 is formed by taking a 90th percentile of an active flow CDF for a given packet window.

This metric is an estimate of how many distinct packets can arrive to a network interface within a group

of 512, 1024, or more packets. The result suggests that the processing elements in the NIC circuitry face

relatively few distinct packets at a time. MAWI, LBNL, and Naples datasets exhibit a strong locality

with distinct flows ranging from thirty to two hundred. The only exception is the WAND dataset with

close to four hundred flows in the packet window of 512, which implies almost a 1:1 ratio. As proved

by the linear least-squares regression in Figure 4.7, the relationship (and thus a ratio) between the packet

window size and the number of flows remains approximately linear.

In summary, all datasets show clear signs of traffic locality, but there are noticeable quantitative

differences. The WAND source seems to be least susceptible to caching, with a large expected flow

inter-arrival distance and high diversity of flows in a small time scale.
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Figure 4.7. Number of active flows as function of packet window size. Data is fitted
to a linear function.

4.3. Simulations

The statistical results from Section 4.2.2 indicate substantial locality in network traffic. The simu-

lation described in this section verifies the utility of the statistics as a predictor of cache performance.

Furthermore, a design space search enabled by the simulation facilitates the unveiling of the optimal

cache memory organization.

4.3.1. Methodology

The statistical software was extended by the cache simulator with the following configuration:

1. The total memory size S is between 4 and 65,536 entries: S ∈ {2i, 2 ≤ i ≤ 16}

2. Associativity or a number of banksM was in the range from direct-mapped, though 2-way, 4-way,

to a fully associative memory (equivalent to CAM): M ∈ {1, 2, 4, S}.

3. The flow key construction was identical as in Section 4.2.1, which is the inner 5-tuple.

4. The replacement policy is LRU, except a direct-mapped (1-way) cache, which effectively imple-

ments a random replacement scheme.

Figure 4.8 sketches an organization of the cache memory. The cache divides into M banksN entries

each, where M is an associativity parameter or the number of ways. The total size is S = N ∗M .

4.3.2. Results

The simulation results concern the cache efficiency measured in hit ratio. The empirical results are

contrasted with the CDF statistic from Section 4.2.2. The close relationship between the former and the

latter unfolds in Figure 4.9, showing that the empirical hit rate closely follows the CDF statistic. This

similarity reinforces the original hypothesis that the CDF is a predictor of cache performance.
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Figure 4.8. A schematic organization of the cache memory simulation model

Figure 4.9 proves that the associativity systematically impacts the hit ratio. Surprisingly, despite

the worst performance across all datasets, the direct-mapped cache is still effective in absolute terms.

On the other hand, the fully-associative cache is marginally better than 4-way LRU, which renders it

impractical given the hardware expense. The 2-way and 4-way variants present a good ratio of cost to

performance. The 2-way cache deserves attention since representing the LRU state costs only 1-bit as

opposed to caches with higher associativity [91]. Moreover, the associativity strongly impacts the energy

consumption, which is proportional to the number of memory banks M [92].
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Figure 4.9. Cache hit ratio versus flow distance CDF
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Analyzing the sample populations of the results from Figure 4.9 illustrates the influence of the as-

sociativity on the cache hit ratio. By normalizing each result to the baseline performance of the direct-

mapped cache, Figure 4.10 compares the relative performance across all cache sizes, while Figure 4.11

summarizes the results for all datasets. The colored boxes in the Figures contain two central quantiles of

the measurement population. Each population is a collection of 16 results for cache size S ∈ [4, 65536]

(see simulation parameters in Section 4.3.1.

The difference between direct-mapped and associative caches is clear for all datasets, though the

performance gain is moderate, topping up at 10%. Going from the 2-way to 4-way cache and beyond

results in a slight mean performance increase, although the results are not statistically significant. The

investment in the associativity above two cannot be justified by comparing the samples. Likewise, the

improvement of 10% at best caused by adding another memory bank to the direct-mapped cache (and

implementing a dedicated replacement state logic) is also poorly justified. When energy consumption is

the primary criterion, the direct-mapped cache wins the contest.
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Figure 4.10. Influence of the cache associativity on the hit ratio. Results scaled to
the hit ratio of direct-mapped (1-way) cache. The boxes represent central 50% of the
population and the whiskers are 5th and 95th percentiles. For each outlier sample with
the value beyond the [5%,95%] range, there is a black dot.
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Figure 4.11. Influence of the cache associativity on the hit ratio summarized for all
datasets. Results scaled to the hit ratio of direct-mapped (1-way) cache. The boxes
represent central 50% of the population and the whiskers are 5th and 95th percentiles.
For each outlier sample with the value beyond the [5%,95%] range, there is a black
dot.

Figure 4.12 presents the summarized results from all datasets for the fully associative cache. The

results are diverse and heavily depend on the dataset. Except for the WAND sample, the results demon-

strate the high effectiveness of the cache with the hit ratio above 70% for a cache size of 128 (WAND

achieves 30%). Furthermore, increasing the cache size to 512 entries produces more encouraging results.

In that case, the effectiveness is at least 50% across all samples and 80% for all samples except WAND.
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Figure 4.12. Cache hit ratio for fully associative cache combined with CDF function

In order to correct for the link bandwidth differences between datasets, Figure 4.13 depicts the cache

hit ratio as a function of a cache size divided by the number of active flows in the packet window of

216 (see Figure 4.7). There is still considerable variability in the results. For instance, the cache-to-flows

ratio 2−6 ≈ 1.5% results in the hit ratio from 35% for WAND to 98% for LBNL. WAND, the most

"challenging" sample, achieves the break-even effectiveness of 50% for a 512-entry cache.
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Figure 4.13. Fraction of active flows versus hit rate

4.4. Summary

This chapter focused on the original research on the effectiveness of flow caching. The main goal was

to demonstrate the validity of the network flow locality principle and the effectiveness of the hardware

flow cache. In addition, the simulation revealed the optimal memory organization for the task.

As demonstrated in Section 4.2, the locality principle was present in all datasets to a varying degree.

Unquestionably, the principle holds for all statistics, including flow arrival time, address distribution, and

flow length. Thus, the hypothesis is confirmed for all the datasets, though the exact parameter distribu-

tions were different. Despite the optimistic results, the performance of a particular network workload

must be evaluated in a realistic context, including the appropriate type of network samples.

Among all the statics, the CDF of the flow inter-arrival distance deserves special consideration.

Backed by the results from Section 4.3.2, the CDF was proven to be a reliable estimator of cache per-

formance. The simulations described in Section 4.3 provide evidence that a relatively small flow cache

can substantially offload the network processing system. With the number of entries from hundreds to a

few thousand, the cache achieves high effectiveness due to traffic locality. However, the relative hit ratio

analysis revealed that increasing the cache’s associativity offers minor improvements likely attributed to

chance. The direct-mapped cache is the optimal solution when the hardware cost or energy consumption

is a driving factor.

Although the experiments in this chapter concentrate on hardware design, the conclusions can be

generalized to software systems. The software-based cache presents a different trade-off than in hard-

ware. The performance cost of adding a software cache is relatively small, while the potential benefit can

be decisive. Packet processing algorithms, such as routing, Access Control, or NAT are dominated by

table lookups. It is the underlying memory subsystem that determines the latency of a lookup. Further,

the memory latency is not linear when data consumption grows [91]. The packet processing cache can

fit entirely in the private L2 cache of the modern CPU (typically 512 KB), effectively shortening the

memory latency in addition to saving processing cycles.
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5.1. Preface

This chapter discusses the Author’s professional experience in designing Kornik 400G Ethernet

Smart NIC. The primary focus is on the designer’s difficulties and unique characteristics of the high-

speed FPGA design. The role of this chapter in the whole thesis stems from the impact of the flow table

design on the performance of a Smart NIC. Also, the design process exemplifies the industrial trends

leading to the proliferation network accelerators. The second part of the chapter demonstrates one of the

IP Cores designed for Kornik. The design of the flow table stresses the role of memory and pipelining in

the high-throughput data processing. Moreover, the Toeplitz hashing IP Core is successfuly used in the

Receive Side Scaling (RSS) block of Kornik.

5.2. 400G Ethernet Smart NIC in FPGA

The rationale behind the Smart NIC is partially covered in Chapter 2. The fast evolution of SDN and

wireless technologies favor flexibility over unit cost in some market segments, such as Web Applica-

tion Firewalls (WAFs), security gateways based on Deep packet Inspection, or satellite communication.

This business is operating in a low-volume environment, though the profit margins are high due to the

complexity of the systems and the amount of accumulated Intellectual Property (IP).

5.2.1. A high-level design of an Ethernet NIC

Figure 5.1 show the high-level design of the Kornik Smart NIC made by Plasteli.net [23]. The project

targets Xilinx UltraScale+ devices, with the exclusion of external memory(e.g., DDR or HBM), which is

not used in the design. The Ethernet NIC design is stretched between Ethernet MAC IP core and the PCI-e

endpoint IP (hard IP). The NIC has two independent data paths: RX and TX. The top blocks in the picture

are related to PCI-E transaction processing. The TX and RX schedulers are responsible for multiplexing

the various requests and responses that may originate in the programmable logic. For instance, the device-

to-host DMA transactions include the transfer of DMA queue RX descriptors, transfer of interrupts, and,

finally, the transfer of the payload. The Packet editor block is responsible for re-writing the packet fields

after modification by the data path. The previous processing stages modify only packet metadata until the

final stage, where no more changes are possible. This way, the design avoids re-writing the packet many

times. The Receive Side Scaling (RSS) block load balances the traffic between multiple DMA queues

for fast multi-core packet processing in the CPU. The parser block recognizes the packet headers and

extracts the information about the address. Finally, the checksum block computes the TCP, UDP, and IP

checksums.

Those transmitters dictate the operating frequency and the internal bus type, which is used in the

project. In order to sustain the bit rate of 100GB and 400GB Ethernet, the IP Cores cannot use the

common AXI Stream interface. The Ethernet MAC uses the LBUS interface [93] which is a segmented

bus transmitting many packets in a single cycle. For 100GB, the MAC operates at 333 MHz and the bus

width is 512b with four 128b segments. Thus, as the minimal Ethernet packet is 64B = 512b, up to 2
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packets are transmitted in a single cycle. For instance, the last 32B of the packet is transmitted with 32B

of the new one, to fully utilize the link. For 400GB, the bus is 2048-bit wide and can fit up to four whole

packets.

PCIe v3 Endpoint IP

multi-channel DMA Engine

Host TX 
scheduler

Host RX 
scheduler

RSS

Parser

Checksum

Ethernet MAC

Checksum

Customer Logic

Packet editor

Parser

Custom IP Core

Xilinx IP Core

Legend

Packet editor
Hard IP

Ethernet PHY

Figure 5.1. High-level block diagram of Smart NIC

The segmented bus poses a unique design challenge for the packet data path, with each processing

accepting up to 2 packets at once. The presence of two packets is caused by the smallest frames of 64B,

where the length of the header often exceeds 32B (e.g., IP packet has min. 34B). The easiest method of

resolving the issue is the multiplication of the blocks to absorb the data parallelism.

Since the Ethernet NIC should sustain the line rate or all packet sizes, each block must be able to

operate with constant throughput of at least one packet per cycle when the block is multiplied. The

practical design, therefore, must avoid pipeline hazards. There could be two kinds of pipeline hazard that

are also common in CPU design [94]:

– Structural hazards; there is a resource access contention that results in a pipeline stall;

– Data hazards; there is a forward data dependency in the pipeline due to the overlap of packet

processing time;

Structural hazards are often related to memory access, as the Block RAMs (BRAMs) offer two inde-

pendent ports. Increasing the number of ports is possible at the expense of additional memory, leading to

the lower overall utilization. Data hazards are notorious in read-modify-write pipelines when the reading

stage surpasses the writing stage. A toy pipeline in Table 5.1 contains both types of hazards. The pipeline

has three stages: Read, Modify, and Write. The design may, for example, count the packets with the same

MAC address. If the packets p2 and p3 belong to the same flow, the data in the Write processing stage

for packet p3 suffers from data hazard. Specifically, the counter for the flow of p2 is being written to

the RAM after it was read by p2. The structural hazard may take place when the segmented bus causes

contention on the dual-port ram. In the situation in Table 5.1, three packets access the memory if the

packets p1 and p2 arrive on the LBUS in the same cycle.
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Table 5.1. Demonstration of structural and data hazards in a simple pipeline. p1-p4
are packets processed in the pipeline.

Phase Read Modify Write

Time p4 p3 p1,p2

Resource RAM RAM

The extreme width of the data bus (512 to 2048 bits) dramatically increases the bandwidth-delay

product of the pipeline. Thus, it impacts the FIFO resource consumption, which is based almost exclu-

sively on BRAM [95]. Apart from the internal buffering, the PCI-E bus also introduces significant delays

and buffer pressure. The PCI-E bus is packet-based, and the out-of-order packet arrival is possible. The

large transactions on the bus are split into smaller chunks, which typically have 256 or 512 bytes [96].

In summary, the PCI-E bus is sub-optimal for high-speed NICs and can limit the line rate for the

smallest packets [96]. For instance, there are only 256 outstanding transactions on the bus (due to the 8-

bit tag field), which limits the queue depth of the DMA engine. Line-rate issues with PCI-E are resolved

through the design of the DMA interface, which concatenates smaller transactions. For instance, several

64-byte packets are written in one transaction to the DMA ring. However, such construction of the DMA

interface burdens the software driver, which need to handle small packets and large packets differently.

This design choice is present in many commercial 100GB NICs, such as Mellanox Connectx5 [97].

5.3. Example implementation of hash table IP core

This chapter describes the design of the hash table block discussed in Chapter 4. The purpose of this

chapter is to describe in detail the mechanism of the hardware hash table, which is a primitive building

block for many network processing IP Cores. The IP Core was created in the FPGA technology for the

Xilinx UltraScale family of devices. The design creating in this chapter contributed to the RSS IP Core

of Kornik NIC.

Section 5.3.1 describes the placement of the hash table in the network pipeline and the external in-

terfaces. Next, Section 5.3.2 concerns the internal architecture, including the hashing block and memory

banks. Finaly, Section 5.3.5 presents the implementation results and the chapter is summarized in Section

5.4.

5.3.1. Interfaces

The placement of the hash table block in the packet processing pipeline was briefly discussed in

Chapter 3. The hash table is usually a part of a match-action pipeline, responsible for packet classifica-

tion [98]. The match-action paradigm is part of the OpenFlow standard[18] as well as the new standard

for programable switches called P4 [19, 98].

The hash table block consists of three fundamental interfaces:
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1. Insert port – for writing new key-value pairs;

2. Lookup port – for issuing lookup queries;

3. Value port – for responding to the lookup queries.

Figure 5.2 present the external signals of the hash table interface. The signals are using AXI4 Stream

protocol [99], which is an industry-standard for data pipelines. The AMBA AXI Stream protocol is a

"streaming" data interface for portable communication between IP Cores. It is a simple master-slave

bus with no address signals and few control-flow signals such as valid and ready, which control the

moment of data transfer.

insert
insert_tdata[255:0]
insert_tkeep
insert_tuser
insert_tvalid
insert_tready

lookup
lookup_tdata[127:0]
lookup_tkeep
lookup_tuser
lookup_tvalid
lookup_tready

value
value_tdata[31:0]

value_tkeep
value_tlast

value_tuser
value_tvalid

value_tready

clk
rst

Figure 5.2. Hash table AXI Stream interfaces

The AXI Stream protocol is popular in research projects. For instance, the NetFPGA reference NIC

research platform uses AXI Stream interfaces between internal processing blocks[100, 101]. Figure 5.3

presents a schematic architecture of the NetFPGA SUME 100G NIC with the AXI Stream interfaces

marked red.

Figure 5.3. netfpga reference NIC architecture

Figure 5.4 depicts the signals used by the hash table block captured by the RTL simulator. The signals

are grouped into lookup AXi Stream bus. AXI Stream protocol uses a master-slave communication

scheme. The master initiates the transfer by asserting the TREADY signal. However, the actual transfer
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occurs only when the slave raises the TREADY bit. In the simplest case, the size of the data transfer is

the bit width of the TDATA and TUSER signals (unaligned transfer is optional), and this is the variant

used by the hash table. In Figure 5.4, the cursor points o the moment of transfer for the lookup interface

(lookup), indicated by the positive values of the tvalid and tready signals.

Figure 5.4. AXI stream communication with the hash table block

The exact format of the data on the AXI Stream bus for the hash table interfaces is explained in Table

5.2.

Table 5.2. List of hash table signals

AXI bus Signal Description

Lookup

tdata lookup key

tvalid new lookup key on the bus

tready hash table block ready to accept new key

Value

tdata the value associated with the last lookup key

tuser valid result inidcator bit

tvalid hash table returns new value on the bus

tready next block ready to accept new value

Insert

tdata new key

tuser new value

tvalid new key-value pair on the bus

tready hash table block ready to accept data

clk clock signal

rst reset signal

5.3.2. Internal architecture

Figure 5.5 presents a top-level schematic of a hash table. The block consists of three sub-blocks:

two hashing blocks (lookup_hash and insert_hash), and one memory block (mem). The design

consists, therefore, of two independently operating data pipelines:

– lookup→ lookup_hash→ mem→ value;

– insert→ insert_hash→ mem.
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The connections between the internal blocks (denotes as →) also use AXI Stream. The lookup

pipeline is terminated with the value AXI Stream bus, which returns the value or an invalid key in-

dicator by tuser bit. The insert pipeline is terminated inside the memory block and does not produce

outside signals.

hash_table

axis_hash_table

insert\.tready

insert\.tvalid

lookup\.tready

lookup\.tvalid

value\.tready

value\.tvalid

insert\.tdata[127:0]

insert\.tuser[31:0]

lookup\.tdata[127:0]

value\.tdata[31:0]

value\.tuser

insert_hash

axis_hash__parameterized0

data\.tready

data\.tvalid

hash\.tvalid

data\.tdata[127:0]

data\.tuser[31:0] hash\.tdata[127:0]

hash\.tuser[31:0]

lookup_hash

axis_hash

data\.tready

data\.tvalid

hash\.tready

hash\.tvalid

data\.tdata[127:0]

hash\.tdata[31:0]

hash\.tuser[127:0]

mem

axis_hash_mem

insert\.tvalid

lookup\.tready

lookup\.tvalid

value\.tready

value\.tvalid

insert\.tdata[127:0]

insert\.tuser[31:0]

lookup\.tdata[31:0]

lookup\.tuser[127:0]

value\.tdata[31:0]

value\.tuser
...

Figure 5.5. Top-level schematic of the hash table block

5.3.3. Hash block

Two hashing blocks for lookup and insert pipelines implement Toeplitz hashing algorithm [102] this

type of hash produces cryptographic-quality 32-bit signatures. The fundamental operation is identical to

the CRC-32 algorithm, which also benefits from parallel implementation [103]. However, contrary to the

CRC, the polynomial is an input variable and as long as the hashed message. The the variable polynomial

plays the role of the security key. The key is a secret that prevents the hash-based attacks by making the

result of the hashing unpredictable for an attacker.

Let the M be a message bit string of length m. The function hA(M) = A · M + b, where A is

a boolean matrix of size n × m and b is a binary vector of size n. Similarly to CRC-32, the · and +

operations are defined in GF(2)32 field, so they are specified as follows:

a+ b
def
= a⊕ b (5.1)

a ∗ b def
= a& b (5.2)

whre ⊕ is a bitwise "exclusive or" operation and & is a "bitwise and". The relatively large m× n matrix

may be replaced by a Toeplitz matrix, which contains identical elements on the left-to-right diagonals.

Then the hashing function is defined as

hK(M) = M [0] ∗K[0 : n− 1] +M [1] ∗K[1 : n] + . . .+M [m− 1] ∗K[m : m+ n− 1] (5.3)
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which reduces the length of the key to n+m− 1 bits.

Algorithm 5.1 defines the Toeplitz hash function in terms of bit-vector arithmetic. The inputs to the

algorithm are m–bit message vector M and the key vector of m + n − 1 bits. The result is a n-bit hash

signature H . In practice, the Toeplitz hash is designed as 32-bit wide.

Algorithm 5.1 Toeplitz hash

1: function TOEPLITZ(M [0 . . .m− 1],K[0 . . .m+ n− 2]) . M – message, K –key

2: H[0 . . . n− 1]← 0 . n-bit Hash accumulator variable

3: for i← 0 . . .m− 1 do
4: if M [i] = 1 then . Multiplication M [i] ∗K[i : i+ n− 1]

5: H ← H ⊕K[i : i+ n− 1]

6: end if
7: end for
8: return H
9: end function

The key observation to efficient hardware implementation of Toeplitz hash is the commutability and

associativity of the ⊕ operator. Based on that properties, the message may be decomposed into smaller

vectors, hashed piecewise and then combined together:

hK({M1,M2}) = hK(M1) + hK(M2) (5.4)

Figure 5.6 present the digital schematic of the fundamental Toeplitz hash block. For clarity, the block

has 3-bt data input (data[2:0]) and 34-bit key (key[33:0]). The clock, reset, and clock-enable

circuitry is also omitted for brevity. The multiplication M [i] ∗K[i : i+n− 1] is done by the multiplexer

logic (RTL_MUX), and the result is then combined by the XOR gate (RTL_XOR).e The multiplexer

chooses between the shifted key (key[i+1:i])and zero signal (ground connection in the schematic)

based on the value of the message bit (data[i]). Since the operation is a part of a more complex

pipeline, the result is saved in the 32-bit flip-flop (RTL_REG).

The schematics in this chapter are, for the most part, the effect of RTL elaboration process. That

is, the netlist retains the logical structure of the SystemVerilog code and is not mapped yet to process

technology. During the synthesis to the FPGA technology, the multiplexers, and the gates transform into

Lookup Tables (LUTs).

The basic blocks are combined in parallel into the operation tree so that the pipelined block has

the throughput of one hash per cycle. Figure 5.7 demonstrates a simplified pipeline of hash blocks. As

previously, clock, reset, and clock enable networks are removed from the picture. The block hashes 15-

bit message (data[14:0]) with five 3-bit fundamental hash blocks (hash_block). The final hash

value is the output of an XOR tree. Such a design can accept the entire message in every clock cycle. The

width and depth of the pipeline are determined by the size of the message and the timing requirements.

For n hash blocks, there is a tree of depth dlog2 ne XOR gates. Too many XOR operations in one cycle

may induce a significant delay, so the design uses additional pipeline registers on-demand (in Figure 5.7

there are two such registers).
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Figure 5.6. Fundamental Toeplitz hash block with 3-bit data input
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Figure 5.7. Toeplitz hash data pipeline

5.3.4. RAM bank organization

The hash table memory is divided into key RAM and value RAM. The memory organization is based

on the flow cache design from Chapter 4 (see Section 4.3.1). The division between key and value is dic-

tated by the different logic governing those blocks. Figure 5.8 demonstrates the elaborated design of the

memory block. The basic memory primitive in the FPGA technology is a 36-kbit dual-port BRAM[95].

The typical practice is to select the subset of the signals and let the synthesizer infer the recommended

configuration. The signal list accepted by the RAM block used in the design is enumerated in Table 5.3.

As the BRAM is used in Simple Dual-Port mode [95], one port is designated to reading, while the second

one is write-only. In addition, the output signal (dataRD) uses a register, as in all other RAM blocks.

The 1-way (random replacement policy) memory organization causes new values to overwrite the mem-

ory location. Specifically, since the address of the location is pseudo-random (due to hashing), so does

the replacement policy.

There are two decoupled signal paths in the memory block: reading path and writing path. Both

paths are split into data and address signals. The address signals are hash signatures from the Toeplitz

hash block truncated to the required bit width.

The addressRD input signal selects the key cell in the keyRam block. At the same time, the

original key (keyRD signal) is fed to the shift register to wait for the RAM output. The output of the

RAM block is then directed to the comparator (RTL_EQ in the picture), which compares the key with

memory output. Specifically, this is equivalent to comparing the keys in Figure 4.8. The output of the

comparator is passed through the pipeline register and becomes a validKey signal. If the input key is

not equal to the keyRam output, the valid signal indicates that the read operation was unsuccessful.
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Table 5.3. Simplified list of BRAM signals

Function Signal Description

Reading

addressRD address of the cell to read

EN_RD read enable signal

dataRD data output

Writing

addressWR address of the written memory cell

EN_WR write enable signal

dataWR data written to the cell

CE clock enable singnal for the output register

clk clock signal

ramModule

bram

EN_RD

EN_WR

validKey

validRD

addressRD[11:0]

addressWR[11:0] dataRD[31:0]

dataWR[31:0]
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Figure 5.8. RAM organization of the hash block

The writing path is more straightforward, as the writing operation is unconditional in this design.

The key is directed to the dataWR port of keyRAM and the value is coupled with the write port of

valueRAM. The path terminates in the RAM blocks.

5.3.5. Implementation results

The hash table module implemented in SystemVerilog and synthesized on Xilinx Series 7 FPGA

using the Xilinx Vivado Design Suite version 2018.2 [104]. The resource consumption figures are from

an out-of-context synthesis of the hash table module with the following parameters:

– 128-bit key;

– 16-bit value;

– number of hash table items from 1024 to 16384.

The hash table parameters were chosen to realistically model TCAM cache design from chapter 3.

The key is a concatenation of packet fields and the value is the TCAM rule number.
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5.3.6. Resource utilization

The resource utilization breakdown is presented in Table 5.4. The "Size" column denotes a hash

table size, that is, a number of keys and values. The expected utilization of the logic resources remains

relatively constant, except for Block RAMs, which grow proportionally to the number of entries. The

resources were split into three categories:

– LUT - Lookup Tables

– BRAM - on-chip static RAM resources

– Registers - D-type flip-flops

Table 5.4. FPGA resource consuption of the hash table

Size LUT BRAM Registers

1024 499 1.5 1119

2048 505 3 1139

4096 541 5.5 1159

8192 604 12 1179

16384 544 23.5 1199

Figure 5.9 illustrates a relative resource use when the hash table size grows. As noted before, it

is mostly BRAM resources, which increase. The total amount of RAM for the 16386-entry hash table

is c.a. 2.5 Mb. Modern network accelerator cards have from 44 to 133 Mb of BRAM for the Virtex

Ultrascale+ Series [105]. Given that the classification block is only one part of the complex system (e.g.,

see NetFPGA in Figure 5.3), such quantity cannot be ignored in the overall design. However, the Alveo

SN1000 Smart NIC have c.a. 170 Mb, while the high-end Alveo U200 as much as 280 Mb. Concluding,

high memory consumption leads to inflated hardware requirements and more expensive accelerator cards.

5.3.7. Power estimates

The power estimates were captured by the Vivado Design Suite 2018.2 during the synthesis process.

Table 5.5 and Figure 5.10 list the power estimates in milliwatts broken down into several components.

Similar to the logic resources, power consumption becomes dominated by BRAM when the number

of hash table entries grows. For a small table size, the static power dominates the milliwatt budget.

Xilinx devices conserve power by minimizing the number of CLBs, but the power gating is limited to

BRAMs [106]. Therefore, the static power can be reduced only by choosing a smaller part. Conversely,

when the IP Core is designated to a larger design, such as the Smart NIC, the static power budget becomes

a marginal quantity.
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Figure 5.9. Relative resource consumption of the hash table block

Table 5.5. Power consuption estimates of the hash table

Power [mW]

BRAM Clocks Slice Logic Static Power Total

10 23 5 103 148

19 24 5 104 158

35 24 5 104 175

74 24 6 105 217

143 24 6 107 289
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Figure 5.10. Power consumption breakdown of the hash table block
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5.4. Summary

The hash table block is a fundamental component of many network accelerator designs. As such, it

deserves an independent assessment as many high-level features depend on the design details. Judging

the trade-off between the amount of memory and the system performance is possible only when the target

technology is considered. Therefore, as concluded in Section 5.3.5, the dominating cost of the flow table

design is RAM both in terms the area and power.

The modern FPGA-based NIC design is extremely sensitive to the consumption of static RAM.

The DMA engines and packet processing blocks use buffering extensively. Also, FIFO queues based

on BRAM join pipeline stages, and DMA engines buffer the PCI-E transactions, which, in summary,

puts considerable pressure on the consumption of internal RAM. Thus, any optimization technique that

justifies RAM savings has a measurable impact on the success of the Smart NIC project.
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6.1. Introduction

As noted in chapter 3, caching applies to many network algorithms. The original research in this

chapter discusses the use of caching in the problem of hardware IP defragmentation. Fragmented IP traf-

fic is a widespread phenomenon in the Internet. Moreover, network functions often rely on defragmented

traffic. The central issue in designing the hardware IP defragmentation is the memory organization of a

flow table, which tracks the fragmented IP connections. Extensive discussion of the flow locality prin-

ciple in Chapter 4 suggests that IP traffic follows the network flow locality principle. Thus, a relatively

small flow table (in the order of a thousand entries) should be able to process and defragment the majority

of IP traffic.

The research on IP fragments poses unique challenges not present in previous work on flow caching.

The availability of samples containing IP fragments is lower than for other types of traffic. Thus, this

work involves an original statistical framework that improves the quality of the verification data. The

experimental part comprises an extensive design space exploration, leading to the conclusions on the

optimal memory architecture for the given problem.

The chapter is organized as follows. The introductory section discusses the prior work and the theory

behind the problem of IP fragments. Section 6.2 compares this work with prior art on similar subjects.

Section 6.3 discusses the design of the software simulation framework, while Section 6.4 presents the

original work on improving the quality of network samples used in the simulation. Finally, the simulation

results are presented in Section 6.6 followed by the concluding remarks in Section 6.7.

6.1.1. Introduction to IP defragmentation

The IPv4 protocol defined the fragmentation feature in the original Request For Comments (RFC)

document defining Internet Protocol (RFC0791 [107]). Subsequently, RFC6864 [108] modified the us-

age of the IP ID field. As opposed to IPv4, IPv6 protocol (introduced in RFC8200 [109]) lacks the

fragmenting information in the header, but the relevant data is moved to the Fragment Extension header.

IP defragmentation funcionality is present in several Smart NICs, such as Mellanox Connectx6 [110]

and networking SOC platforms, like QorIQ from NXP [111] or Marvell Octeon 95 [112]. Furthermore,

Lin and Manral [113] patented the hardware implementation of the algorithm.

Hardware-based flow tracking is often extended to the connection layer (fourth in the OSI/ISO

model). For instance, Zhao et al. [21] developed a TCP state tracking engine, and Ruiz et al. [114]

created an open-source TCP/IP stack for the FPGA platform.

6.1.1.1. IP defragmentation algorithm

The IP defragmentation algorithm works similarly in both IPv4 and IPv6. The main difference is in

the header field format and location. Thus, the algorithm described in this section is generalized to work

with both IP versions.

Figure 6.1 stresses out the differences between the IPv4 and IPv6 fragment organization. Some fields

are excluded from the picture when they do not contribute to the identification of a fragment. The address

fields are absent as they are self-explanatory in this context. The payload of the TCP packet is just an
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example to fix the attention. The IPv4 header contains all the relevant information on the fragment. On

the contrary, IPv6 requires the additional Fragment Header followed by the payload. In the general case,

the IPv6 packet may have several extension headers[109], but the Fragment Header defines the boundary

between the header part and the payload. Contrary to the IPv4, IPv6 datagrams must not be fragmented

by middleboxes, therefore the lack of DF ("don’t fragment") flag.

(a)

IPv4 header

id total length offset MF DF proto=TCP
TCP header

(b)

IPv6 header

payload length next=Fragment

Fragment header

id offset MF next=TCP
TCP header

Figure 6.1. IPv4 (a) and IPv6 (b) fragments

Figure 6.2 demonstrates an IP fragmenting scheme. Ethernet links have a frame size limit expressed

by Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU). When the transmitter detects an "oversized" IP datagram, the

payload is divided between many IP packets. For instance, an IPv4 packet with a 2000-byte payload has

2020 bytes due to the packet header overhead (the 20-byte length assumes no IP options in the header).

When the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) is 1500 bytes, then the packet is sent as two fragments

with the size of 1520 and 520 bytes, respectively. The overhead of IPv6 consists of all the extension

headers (including the fragment header) and the main protocol header. When there are no extensions, it

amounts to 48 bytes total (40-byte IPv6 and 8-byte extension). The last header in the fragment series

(containing the final bytes of the payload) has the MF=0 flag (or M=0 for IPv6), indicating the final size

of the packet.

The fragmentation algrorithm make use of following IPv4 fields:

– id – a 16-bit fragment identification

– total length - length of the IP datagram in bytes (including the header)

– offset - a 16-bit offset of the fragment payload

– MF - a flag indicating more fragments

– DF - "don’t fragment" flag, suppressing fragmentation by intermediate nodes (e.g., routers)
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IPv4 fragment #1

id=0xABCD length=1520 offset=0 mf=1

IPv4 fragment #2

id=0xABCD length=520 offset=1500 mf=0

(a)

IPv4 packet

id=0 length=2020 offset=0 mf=0

(b)

Figure 6.2. A comparison of a defragmented IP packet (a) and corresponding fragment
series (b)

– proto - protocol number of the payload (e.g.: TCP)

IPv6 protocol uses the fields located in both IPv6 header and the extension:

– id - a 32-bit fragment indentifier

– payload length - combined length of the payload and estensions

– offset - a 16-bit offset fof the fragment payload

– M - "more fragments" flag

– next - a next header number

The fragment series is identified by the tuple:

1. (Source,Destination, ID, Proto) - for IPv4

2. (Source,Destination, ID) - for IPv6

The first tuple (referring to IPv4) is a superset of the second, provided that the address fields can

accommodate for 128-bit addresses, and the ID is 32-bit. Thus, there is one tuple that can identify the

fragment series for both cases. For the IP defragmentation algorithm, the unique fragment series is a

distinct network flow, defined by the key in Table 6.1. The fields are sized after the IPv6 protocol and

zero-extended when the shorter versions (from IPv4) are used. The protocol field is used in the IPv4 case

and zeroed otherwise.

Since the IP protocol does not guarantee delivery, the packets may be lost, arrive out-of-order, or

appear duplicated. The receiving end attempts to reconstruct the original payload, which resembles the

TCP reassembly feature. Therefore, the receiving device buffers the fragments until a complete recon-

struction is possible or a timeout occurs. The fragment flow table is a lookup structure that keeps a state
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Table 6.1. Fragment flow key format

Field Size [B]

Source IP 16

Destination IP 16

ID 4

Protocol 1

IP version 1

Total 38

and a payload for each active fragment flow. The reconstruction of the fragmented payload mandates the

storage of a sorted list of fragments. The arrival of a packet with MF=0 flag triggers the reconstruction of

the original IP datagram, provided that all previous fragments arrived. Figure 6.3 demonstrates a storage

of a fragment list. The length in the picture represents a field is a payload length.

The flow with id=0x100A has known length since the last part was received with MF = 0. The

total length is inferred from the last packet(mf=0) and amounts to 1800 + 200 = 2000. However, the

data from the offset 1200 to 1800 is not present in the list, indicating a packet loss. The list id=0x100B

is incomplete, since there is no packet with mf=0.

fragment flow 1

fragment flow 2

...

fragment flow 3
id=0x100B

offset=0

length=1500

mf=1

id=0x100A

offset=0

length=600

mf=1

id=0x100A

offset=600

length=600

mf=1

id=0x100A

offset=1800

length=200

mf=0

Figure 6.3. IP Fragment table

Since the IP delivery is unreliable, the defragmentation effort is allowed to fail. From the network per-

spective, a packet drop is allowed but may severely limit the performance. Thus, one of the design goals

of the protocol acceleration blocks it to limit the failure rate. The reliable delivery may be guaranteed by

OSI/ISO Layer4 protocol, such as TCP, QUIC, or Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP).
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6.1.2. Rationale

Fragmented IP traffic forms a small fraction of the overall Internet traffic. According to Shannon,

Moore, and Claffy [115], it is below one percent. This observation is confirmed by the samples used

in this experiment. However, most of the network functions discussed in Chapter 2 rely on inspecting

the contents of the packet or at least examining the protocol headers. The notable examples are all DPI-

related activities, but also encrypted tunnels, such as TLS or IPSec. The SDN network architecture, which

relies on unencrypted tunnels, is not an exception. All network tunnels must decompose the packet for

discarding the outer header, which mandates the integrity of packets. All of the above algorithms treat

the IP fragments as incomplete and impossible to process packets. The presence of fragmentation is an

unwanted phenomenon since TCP protocol already provides data segmentation. Bonica et al. [116] tells

the story of the persistence of fragments despite the Introduction of IPv6 and attempts to reform the

network.

Section 2.1.2 of Chapter 2 covers the increasing reliance on network tunnels and DPI. That results in

the adoption of hardware-accelerated network platforms, reinforcing the need for the hardware-based IP

defragmentation block.

The design of the IP defragmentation block requires careful analysis of the memory requirements.

Fast SRAM memory is a scarce resource in protocol accelerators, while Dynamic Random Aaccess

Memory (DRAM) mandates an entirely different design (or renders it infeasible). This work attempts to

solve the resource optimization problem by conducting a systematic design space search.

The success of a flow table in processing packets relies on the flow locality assumption. Subsequently,

one of the essential premises of this work is the strong locality manifested by the fragmented IP traffic.

Therefore, the memory requirements of the hardware IP reassembly block depend more on the short-term

statistical profile of the traffic than on the number of distinct IP connections in the long run. The thousand-

entry flow table should successfully accommodate most of the traffic, amid the expected proximity of

packets belonging to the same IP flow.

6.2. Related work

Flow state memory and caching , as noted in Section 2.1.2, is widespread among networking systems.

It is a popular technique employed in both software and hardware systems, such as SDN switches [78]

or routers [76]. The OpenVSwitch [51] is a particular instance of an open-source SDN forwarding plane

centered around the concept of caching. The caching phenomenon is dicussed in detail in Sections 3.5

and 4.1.2. Li2020 is a recent example of using an FPGA-based Smart NIC for a flow-aware network

processing. Chapter 4 evaluates the performance of flow caching based on the 5-tuple.

Synthesizing networking traffic is the basis of commercial network equipment testers such as IXIA

[117] or Spirent [118]. The packet generation is based on the single flow or the entire traffic sample as a

basic unit. The former was proposed by Erlacher and Dressler [119], where a mix of ordinary and attack
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payloads was constructed by the TRex traffic generator [120]. Flow-based traffic generation is popular

in security research, as in Gadelrab, Abou El Kalam, and Deswarte [121].

The sample-based approach for testing and verification was used by Cerqueira, Torgo, and Mozetič

[122], which evaluated time series forecasting methods. As demonstrated in that paper, the whole-sample

approach (blocked cross-validation) leads to more reliable estimates. Those results apply to both station-

ary and non-stationary time series. Arfeen et al. [123] and Adamic and Huberman [69] characterized

network traffic as non-stationary, which justifies a dedicated approach to performance estimation.

The comparison of related works in the field of table-based packet processing is laid down in Table

6.2. The majority of publications (except Tanaka et al. [16]) propose a small flow table in the order of

thousand entries. Except for Congdon et al. [78] using CAM, the research considers two, four, or eight-

way memory organization. The originality of the research stems from the testing method and the protocol

in question. The testing is based on network samples but used as a basis for traffic synthesis (see 6.4).

Also, the work departs from connection tracking based on 5-tuple, focusing on the IP protocol instead.

Table 6.2. Summary of the related works

Publication Protocol Test data Associativity Table Size

Yamaki [15] TCP,UDP samples 4,8 1K
Tanaka et al. [16] TCP,UDP samples 2,4 128-128K
Congdon et al. [78] TCP,UDP samples full 2-64
This work IPv4,IPv6 mixing samples 1,2,4,8 16-512

6.3. Software simulation of IP reassembly module

6.3.1. Flow table design

This work focuses on estimating the size of the flow table for the hardware IP reassembly module.

The results are generated through multiple simulation runs, with each run performing a grid search in

the parameter space. Since the focus is on hardware applications, the design draws from the previous

work on hardware memory organization. The memory must be deterministic to sustain high-speed data

flow typical for multi-gigabit fiber networks [16]. However, software systems can equally benefit from

the estimations, having greater flexibility in flow table design.

Figure 6.4 sketches the flow table design used in the simulation. The primary design paramteters are:

– Associativity A;

– Number of buckets (or “sets”) B;

– LRU replacement policy.

The LRU policy is selecting the oldest entry based on a timestamp (e.g., a cycle or a packet counter).
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Key [1,1]
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Flow [B,A]

IPsrc IPdst ID Proto IPver

Figure 6.4. Schematic of a flow table.

The total size of the table isA×B. The LRU policy uses a timestamp or a cycle counter to determine

the age of the entry. In addition, the flow table is based on a hash table with fixed-size buckets. Finally,

the associativity A is equivalent to the bucket size. However, the hardware implementation of buckets

relies on multiple memory banks, each serving one bucket entry for the entire array. The associativity, the

number of ways, or the number of buckets are considered synonyms in this text. Except for the hashing

block, the design used the concepts from the CPU data cache such as LRU. The LRU policy selects

the oldest entry for removal in case of a hashing conflict. The replacement policy overwrites the oldest

entry in the "set" (bucket), making space for a new entry. The LRU policy is highly effective for locally

distributed data[124], and it is often a reference policy in other works [16].

The software-based implementations of hash tables have the "luxury" of responding to the table

overflow by dynamically resizing the table. However, such a scheme is hardly applicable in the hardware

context. Given the low fault-tolerance requirements for the IP reassembly block, the design should favor

simplicity and predictable processing delay. The predictability is achieved by the occasional failure of

the memory due to an overflow.

The hash table model is a part of the software IP reassembly simulator, which is the primary ex-

perimental tool in this work. The design space exploration perfomed by the simulator is based on the

following parameters:

1. Fixed flow table size Nf = A×B from 16 to 512 entries.

2. Associativity A from 1 to 16.

3. Payload buffering sumulation is left out of the model.

4. The flow key constructed according to Table 6.1 from {IPsrc, IPdst, IDfrag, P roto, IPver}.

5. Timestamp-based LRU replacement policy.

6. Full reassembly of the fragments accounting for the lost, duplicated, or out-of-order packets.
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7. The fragment list is not limited.

8. The design ignores lower-level electronic design aspects, such as buses, memory ports, or clock

cycles.

Network accelerators based on SRAM memory (e.g., Intel X700 [12]) have small flow tables (up to

several thousand), so does this simulation model. This self-imposed memory limitation is typical for the

research summarized in Section 6.2.

The AssociativityAwas chosen within a typical range considered for hardware implementations (see

Table 6.2). The complexity of the memory implementation rises with the number of ways. Moreover, the

pseudo-LRU policy replaces the LRU for highly associative implementations. This departure from the

perfect LRU is a cost-saving design trade-off (discussed in Sudarshan, Mir, and Vijayalakshmi [125]).

Finally, the results in Section 6.6 illustrate the diminishing returns from increased associativity, which

justifies the 16-way limit.

The buffer space and fragment memory size (points 3 and 7) are “infinite” (not modelled). The

formula A×B× S̄flow, where S̄flow is an average size of a defragmented (original) IP packet, estimates

the buffer size. In addition, the simulation results in Section 6.6 suggest the optimal fragment list size.

Since both parameters are determined empirically, they do not contribute to the results.

Finally, the absence of electronic modeling is a part of the standard design flow. Likewise, the deter-

mination of the foundational design parameters should precede any cycle-accurate modeling. To sum it

up, the leading motivation behind the design choices was to develop the correct behavioral model of the

flow table that is simple (and efficient) enough to allow for large-scale simulations.

6.3.2. Simulation system

The simulation system is a data pipeline built from several applications. Figure 6.5 illustrates the

high-level architecture of the simulation system. The work plan created by the test generator (see Sec-

tion 6.4.2) in the form of a Makefile controls the simulation process. The test-generating algorithm and

the estimation method are described in Section 6.4. Then, the mixer application produces a test sample

based on the pcap files in the job definition. The mixer produces a new pcap stream, which is passed

to the simulator via UNIX pipe. Both the mixer and the simulator are custom C++ programs using the

PcapPlusPlus library for packet I/O [126]. The packet processing statistics produced by the simulator are

written to disk for later postprocessing. The data is kept in a custom binary format, which is easy to parse

by the Pandas framework. The statistical software is a collection of Python modules using Pandas and

SciPy.

The simulation system is designed with parallelism in mind. The test generator produces independent

job definitions that execute in parallel in a multiprocessor system. The process of parallel execution is

controlled by GNU Make. The systems bottleneck is located in the simulator program, which lasts up to

an hour. In addition, the simulation process consumes many gigabytes of RAM for a single job (up to

30GB). Therefore, the parallel execution is crucial for the experiment since the testing method assumed

over 500 jobs. Figure 6.6 demonstrates the parallel job architecture controlled by Makefile. The key
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Figure 6.5. Schematic of a simulation system.

architectural decision was to rely on coarse-grained parallelism. That is, a single simulator process uses

only one thread, and the system throughput is achieved by running multiple jobs. This method produces

nearly linear scaling since the parallel programs are completely independent. The alternative is to create

a multi-threaded application, which would try to extract the parallelism from the simulation process.

However, the simulator must process only one packet at a time to faithfully model the hardware. Thus,

the process is inherently sequential and offers little speedup from thread-level parallelism.

The inflated memory consumption of the simulator mandated the use of the high-end server machine

or a computing cluster. The simulation experiment was deployed on the ThunderX2 ARMv8 server

platfrorm[127, 128] under the control of the FreeBSD 11 operating system. The machine has 56 CPU

cores and 256GB of RAM. Figure 6.7 illustrates the internal architecture of the ThunderX2 CPU. The

single CPU die consists of up to 32 CPU cores divided into eight core complexes and connected by the

ring interconnect through the shared L3 cache. The system supports eight-channel DDR4 memory for a

single socket. The sockets are connected through ARM CCPIv2 interconnect. The dual-socket system,

illustrated in Figure 6.7b, has over 200 GB/s DDR memory bandwidth and more than 1000GB/s of L3

cache bandwidth[128]. That record-breaking computing power allowed for running tens of jobs at a time.

Job1 Job2

Pcap Files Pcap Files

Makefile
Job1:
Job2:

Flow Database Flow Database

GNU Make

Pcap Mixer Pcap MixerSimulator Process 
pipe

Simulator Process 

Figure 6.6. Parallel job architecture of a simulation
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Figure 6.7. ThunderX2 server platform

6.4. Performance estimation methodology

6.4.1. Rationale

The performance estimation method developed in this work is an original attempt to increase the ro-

bustness of simulation results and statistical estimates. Network equipment tests usually rely on real-life

traffic samples or traffic generators. Table 6.2 indicates that prior art used traffic samples predominantly.

The main drawback of the original data captured in the network is that the fragmented packets are rare

and amount to less than one percent of the total bandwidth.

Traffic generators, such as IXIA [117] or Spirent [118], initiate real network connections (e.g., TCP,

HTTP), creating realistic traffic profiles. Erlacher and Dressler [119] also mentions a method of gener-

ating traffic constructed from samples, where the fundamental unit is a single network flow. However,

the original traffic distribution is non-stationary and auto-correlated [71, 129]. Therefore, by treating the

connection as an independent event, the flow-based traffic creation ignores the correlations.

The method proposed here addresses the issue of bandwidth and faithfully models the traffic statistics

by introducing the randomized traffic mixing technique utilizing whole samples, as opposed to single

flows. The method draws inspiration from the Machine Learning (ML) community, which has also been

using synthetic test creation to a great extent. In the ML, the randomized test is a cornerstone of making

ML systems more robust and prevent overfitting to the data. Randomized test creation ensures that ML

systems and statistical inference tools capture the most vital data properties while ignoring the accidental
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parts. Thus, cross-validation, split-validation, and derivatives are mandatory tools for both training and

estimation [130, 131].

The fundamental observation is that a flow table with a replacement policy resembles an inference

system or a predictor. The overall simulation is a “model” that can be evaluated in the same manner as

ML models. The only difference is that the training is not possible since the default LRU policy does not

learn from data. Nonetheless, the cross-validation technique forms a basis for constructing the validation

test for a network processing model.

6.4.2. Test generation

The traffic samples often differ in their statistical image for several reasons:

1. Network failures or crises such as Distributed Denial Of Service (DDOS) attacks;

2. Differences in time of day or week day [75];

3. Large variation due to small bandwidth and thus small sample size;

4. Local traffic features at the specific sample point (e.g.: Academic, Residential, or Enterprise).

The sample generation method in Algorithm 6.1 counters the influence of the factors above, by

Monte Carlo sample selection and mixing. The method, inspired by K-fold Cross-validation from the

ML field, is adapted to the requirements of network simulation. Since cross-validation is ill-suited for

non-stationary time series [122], the Algorithm 6.1 combines packet traces as if they were transmitted

simultaneously, as opposed to creating a sequential vector. Algorithm 6.3 is a sample mixing procedure,

while Algorithm 6.2 is resposible for packet address anonimization.

The prerequisites for an algorithm are as follows:

– S = {Ti}, |S| = K – a set of packet traces Ti;

– Ti = {pk, time(pk) >= 0, time(p0) = 0}–a packet trace is a sequence of packets pk. Each packet

has an arrival time time(pk) starting from zero;

– M–the chosen number of tests;

– N—the number of traces forming a test, N < K;

– IP 0
src, IP

0
dst–IPv4 subnets for flow anonimization.

One of the advantages of Algorithm 6.3 is that generated samples can be shaped almost freely by M

and N (the limitation due to sampling without replacement is N < K). The parameter N determines the

bandwidth of the produced sample, and the number M is the total number of tests. Figure 6.8 illustrates

the trace generation, where the input isK = |S| packet traces and the output isM tests, each constructed

out of N randomly selected samples.
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Algorithm 6.1 Test generation.

Require: S,M,N

1: for i := 1 to M do
2: S′ := S

3: Ssample := ∅
4: for j := 1 to N do
5: Tj := a packet trace sampled without return from S′

6: T ′j := Anonimize(Tj , j) . Algorithm 6.2

7: Ssample := Ssample ∪ {T ′j} . Add the trace to the sample

8: end for
9: Vi := Mix(Ssample) . Algorithm 6.3

10: end for
11: return {V1, . . . , VM} . a final validation set

Algorithm 6.2 Trace anonimization.
Function Anonimize(T, id)→ T ′

Step 1 Let a set U be constructed of all IP flows (unique pairs of source and destination IP addresses)

U := {fi}, fi = (IPsrc, IPdst) from IP headers in the packet trace T

Step 2 For each flow fi ∈ U , create a new flow f ′i = (Unique(IP 0
src, id, i), Unique(IP

0
dst,

id, i)), where Unique(IP, id, i) = IP +(id << 24)+ i. The unique IP address is a bit concate-

nation of 2 parts: a unique trace number IP +(id << 24) and a unique flow number i occupying

lower 24 bits of the IPv4 address.

Step 3 Create a new trace T ′ by replacing all the IP addresses of the flows fi with f ′i .

Algorithm 6.3 Trace mixing.
function Mix(S)→ Tmix

Step 1 Create e new trace Tmix by constructing a union of all traces Tmix :=
⋃
T ∈ S

Step 2 Sort all packets pi ∈ Tmix in ascending order according to a timestamp time(pi)

Test 2 
...

Test 1 

...

Test M 

N

Trace K-1

Trace K

Trace 3

Trace 2
Trace 1

Figure 6.8. Trace mixing schema.
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6.4.3. Estimators and confidence intervals

The simulation produces discrete events for each test, which results inM CDF statistics. The function

Fk(xi) = yi for the test number k is a discrete empirical CDF defined on L intervals. Each measurement

(xi, yi) stands for yi observations from the interval [xi, xi+1).

A collection of all empirical CDFs from M tests is called the combined CDF function F̂ .

F̂ = {F1, . . . , FM} (6.1)

X = {x0, . . . , xL} (6.2)

X∆ = {[x0, x1), [x1, x2), . . . , [xL−1, xL), [xL,∞)} (6.3)

Fk : X → Y = {(x0, y0), (x1, y1), . . . , (xL, yL)}, k ∈ {1 . . .M} (6.4)

∀i,j∈{1..L}i < j ⇔ xi < xj (6.5)
L∑
i=1

yi = 1 (6.6)

Yi = {F1(xi), . . . , FM (xi)} (6.7)

The are L intervals {xi, xi+1) and for each interval there are M observations from tests Yi. Each

collection Yi is a population sample from the distribution of results. For instance, if the variables

xi = 100, xi+1 = 200 denote a packet size, and the observed quantity is the mean density (PDF),

then Yi is a population of all mean densities for the packet size in [100, 200).

The point estimate for the population Yi is the estimate of mean µ̂F (xi) and the estimate of Confi-

dence Interval ĈI(xi). Table 6.3 illustrates the collection of results as a "sample matrix" with M rows

for each test and L samples for each variable xi.

µ̂F (xi) =
1

M

M∑
k=1

Fk(xi) (6.8)

T̂αF (xi) = T̂α(Yi) (6.9)

ĈI(xi) = (T̂ 5(xi), T̂ 95(xi)) (6.10)

The calculation of a point estimate ĈI is based on estimating the 5th and 95th percentile of a sample

distribution: T 5, T 95. The centiles are estimated by delete–d Jackknife with random subsampling [132].

Therefore, it is not a centile of the population of results Yi but a robust estimate. Section 6.5 describes

this method in detail. It is a first-order-accurate estimator (similar to bias-corrected bootstrap) [131] but

less computationally intensive than bootstrap for a small sample size (less than 1000).

The interval points X depend on the generated statistic and may not be linear. For Figures 6.9, 6.11,

and 6.12a it follows the logarithmic scale:

X∆ = {[1, 2), [2, 4), . . . , [2i, 2i+1), . . . , [2L,∞)} (6.11)

The number of intervals amounts to L = 20 for Figures 6.9 and 6.11 and L = 12 for Figure 6.12a.
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Table 6.3. An illustration of a matrix of samples

X = x1 x2 . . . xL

F1(x) = F1(x1) F1(x2) . . . F1(xL)

F2(x) = F2(x1) F2(x2) . . . F2(xL)

· · ·
FM (x) = FM (x1) FM (x2) . . . FM (xL)

= = = . . . =

F̂ Y1 Y2 . . . YL

6.5. Estimation Method

Let the set of random i.i.d. variables X = {x1, . . . , xn} be the observational samples. Let Tn =

Tn(x1, . . . , xn) denote a statisic to compute. The estimator υJACK−d computes the variance υ of a

statistic Tn. The computing procedure generates subsets of all samples s ⊂ X of size r = n− d. That is,

r is the number of randomly selected samples given r < n. Then, the estimator Tn computes a statistic

Tr,s for all the generated subsets s.

The number of possible subsets S = {s, |s| = r, s ∈ X} is |S| = N =
(
n
d

)
. Thus, the estimation

of all the subsets may be prohibitively expensive compared to the bootstrap (which uses 1000 to 10,000

samples [130]). Nonetheless, the method has a variant called "random subsampling" where the statistics

Tr,s are also sampled. The method draws a random sample {s1, . . . , sm} with replacement from S and

estimates υ by υ̂

υ̂ =
r

dm

m∑
t=1

(Tr,st − T̂ ) (6.12)

where

T̂ =
1

m

m∑
k=1

Tr,sk (6.13)

The estimator is first-order consistent, when n/d is bounded while m→∞ [132, 133], while forms

the recommendation for the selection of d andm. The function T̂ is a sample mean estimate of a statistic,

and the constant r
dm corrects the variance. Similar to the bootstrap, the Jackknife estimator approximates

the normal distribution. Therefore, the confidence interval of the statistic is approximated by the Student’s

t distribution. The confidence interval 1− α is computed by:

CIJack = [T̂ − ta/2 ∗ υ̂, T̂ − ta/2 ∗ υ̂] (6.14)

where tα is the inverse CDF of a Student distribution with m degrees of freedom.
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6.6. Results

6.6.1. Data sources

The simulation used two popular network traffic datasets:

– WAND – Waikato Internet Traffic Storage archives from WAND research group [87, 88], samples

from the core router of New Zealand’s Internet Service Provider (ISP);

– MAWI – MAWI Working Group Traffic Archive [89, 90], Japanese ISP’s backbone link samples.

The same sample databases were used in related work such as Benson, Akella, and Maltz [75].

6.6.2. Simuation parameters

The following parameters control the simulation experiment:

– The traces have an equal span of 15 min.

– The number of traces is K = 316:

– 130 packet traces from MAWI;

– 93 30-min traces from WAND, which were split, resulting in 186 15-min samples.

– The number of tests is M =
⌈
K1.1

⌉
= 562.

– Each test is generated out of N = dR ∗Me traces, where R is a test composition ratio.

R ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9}

– The simulation used the following flow table parameters (see Section 6.3.1):

– The flow table size is Nf ∈ {16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512};

– The associativity is A ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}.

The parameter R is essential to the outcome of the simulation, as the quantity of packet traces in test

N depends on R. The number of tests used in test case creation increased with the increasing R (up to

M for R = 1.0) Furthermore, the parameter N impacts the results in the following manner:

– The synthetic packet trace (by Algorithm 6.1) increases the bandwidth with the ratio R and N ,

allowing for better robustness of the results despite a low "natural" bandwidth of fragmented traffic.

– The empirical observation from Section 6.6.3 indicates that variance of the estimators decreases as

the R grows. This behavior corresponds to the standard formula of a variance of a sample mean:

V ar(X̄) =
σ2

n
(6.15)
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While R controls the bandwidth and the variability of the results, the constant M limits the maxi-

mum available bandwidth and the size of the sample population. The choice of M is arbitrary, though

limited by K. In summary, the critical parameters of the experiment are controlled in much greater detail

compared to the typical sample-based approach.

The effect of this Monte Carlo test creation scheme is comparable with the use of the bootstrap in

statistics. That is, it leads to greater robustness of the estimates in the case of insufficient data.

6.6.3. Simulation results

6.6.3.1. Efficiency

Figure 6.9 releals the efficiency scores grouped by the ratio R and associativity A. Each sub-graph

is associated with a different R while the color of data series denotes the A parameter. The Y axis is the

efficiency measure as in Equation 6.16, while the X axis stands for the flow table size Nf .

E =
Nsuccessful

Ncomplete
(6.16)

– Ncomplete – number of all IP packets which can be defragmented (e.g., by the infinite flow table)

– Nsuccessful – a number of successfully defragmented packets.

Figure 6.9. Efficiency results grouped by ratio R (pictrues) and associativity A (col-
ored series). The X axis is logarithmic: X = log2Nf .

Figure 6.9 illustrates the negative influence of the bandwidth on efficiency. For R = 0.9 the score is

at least 0.8 as opposed to the lowest score of 0.92 for R = 0.1. The spread of the results measured by

Confidence Interval (CI) estimate follows the opposite trend (is the biggest for the lower R).
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The efficiency results comply with the research hypothesis that a relatively small flow table can

process most traffic. Except for the one-way version, the 128-entry table achieves 95% efficiency.

Moreover, the performance gains from high-associativity variants of the table are not convincing.

Figure 6.10 makes quantitative comparison of the relative gains from either doubling the size of the flow

table or increasing the number of ways. The colored shapes are smoothed Probability Density Functions

(by Kernel Density Estimation) while the black dots are point estimates of the mean along with the

whiskers of Confidence Intervals. Due to the non-normality of the distribution, the CIs were estimated

by bootstrapped quantiles. In Figure 6.10 the first column indicates the potential gain from increasing

the associativity from one-way to two-way compared to doubling the size. The estimates are clearly in

favor of the former, as the expected mean performance increase is close to 4% versus 2% improvement

from doubling the size. Despite the inability to select a clear winner for the two-way table (is it better to

change to four-way or to double the size), the choice of a four-way table is less resource-consuming. The

transition from four-way to eight-way and beyond is estimated to bring minuscule improvement across

the population of results. Specifically, the distribution is centered around 1% for the four-way table and

close to zero for eight ways.
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Figure 6.10. Relative performance gains from doubling the table size versus increas-
ing the associativity. The black dots are estimates of the mean surrounded by the boos-
trap confidence intervals. The colored shapes are smoothed versions of Probability
Density Function

6.6.3.2. Inter-Arrival

In Figure 6.11 the aggregate sample mean is sorrounded by CI of intra-arrival count.

The inter-packet distance metric, as demonstrated in Chapter 4 is a successful flow table performance

predictor and an indicator of traffic locality.

In the picture, 60% of cases are at most eight packets apart, indicating a strong traffic locality. The

effect of increasing the throughput with the increasing ratio R is also apparent in the height of CIs. The

data series withR = 0.1 has considerable variability contrasting with tightly concentrated measurements
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for ratio R = 0.9. Moreover, the chances of the next packet arriving from the same flow, are between

0.35 for R = 0.9 and 0.6 for R = 0.1.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.11. Aggregate mean and confidence interval of cumulative distribution of
packet fragment distance. (a) Whole range; (b) fragment distance up to 10.

Observations from Figure 6.11 lead to the conclusion of substantial traffic locality across samples.

From the lower confidence interval for series with R = 0.9, it follows that in 50% cases, the flow

distance is at most five. Moreover, the CDF shape complies with the efficiency findings in Figure 6.9. The

prevalence of locality property indicates that fragmented IP packets arrive in series even in aggregated

links such as ISP backbone. Therefore, the flow table can process large bandwidth as long as the lifetime

of a single flow remains short.

The recurring trend in the efficiency, inter-arrival, and subsequent charts connects the increasing ratio

R with the narrowing confidence sets. The explanation that follows is that the original packet traces have

a relatively small diversity that is "boosted" by the test generation procedure.

6.6.3.3. Flow Parallelism

Flow parallelism is another indicator of flow performance, based on the number of distinct flows in

a unit of measurement. The preferred unit is the packet distance, as it abstracts from the link properties.

That metric was already applied in Chapter 4 to the flow caching based on 5-tuple. It measures how many

unique flows reside in a rolling window of a certain size.

W (n) = {N,w = {pi, . . . , pi+n}, UniqueF lows(w) = N} (6.17)

Ŵ (n) = T 95(W (n)) (6.18)

– pi – ith packet in a trace

– w – a packet window containing n packets

– UniqueF lows(w) – a flow counting function

– T 95 – a 95th quantile estimator

For example, Ŵ (256) = 100, measures the maximum number of flows in a 256-packet window to

100 with 95% confidence. The estimate Ŵ (n) stands for Fk(xi) in the measurement matrix in Table
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6.3, where xi = n (a window size), and Fk = Ŵ . Therefore, there is a population sample Yi of M

measurements of Ŵ (n). Figure 6.12 illustrates the linear approximation of Ŵ (n), where each data series

represent a distinct ratio R.

(a) A number of fragment flows fitted to a packet window

size

(b) The Gaussian Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) of the

slope a distribution.

Figure 6.12. The linear approximation if the flow parallelism metric

The measurements (n, Ŵ (n)) were approximated by f(n) = an with the least squares method

(constant term is zero). Each data set has a different slope coefficient a and Figure 6.12b displays the

mean slope and the [5%, 95%] confidence regions for R = 0.1 and R = 0.25. The values of A can

be found in Table 6.4. The goodnes of fir is measdured by the minimal coefficient of determination r2,

defined as

r2 =
υ̂(f(n))

υ̂(Ŵ (n))
(6.19)

where

– (n, Ŵ (n)) – samples

– f(n) ≈ Ŵ (n) – an approximating function

– υ̂ – a variance estimator

The common interpretation for r2 is the ratio of variance explained by the regression. The value of r2 is

more than 0.97 for all cases (shown in Table 6.4), pointing to a linear relationship. Figure 6.12b shows

a slope distribution of a smoothed by Gaussian KDE. As with previous findings, the variance decreases

while the R increases. The t-test fails for pairs of populations with negligible p (less than 10−36).

The estimated values of a provide a flow density metric where 1/a is an average number of packets

from the same flow. For Table 6.4 the measure values are between 0.46 and 0.31, pointing out to the

expected number of 2 to 3 packets. These findings are confronted with flow length statistics in Section

6.6.3.4.

6.6.3.4. Flow Length

Figure 6.13 exhibits a breakdown of flow packet count grouped byR. The data suggest a similar flow

length to the value derived from Figure 6.12 and Table 6.4. Specifically, the expected flow count is two,
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Table 6.4. Linear fit results for Figure 6.12.

Ratio High Slope Low Slope Mean Slope Min. r2

0.10 0.466 0.310 0.408 0.977

0.25 0.460 0.391 0.429 0.984

0.50 0.464 0.417 0.445 0.983

0.75 0.468 0.442 0.458 0.979

0.90 0.469 0.458 0.464 0.976

with the three-packet flows being the second most frequent. Figure 6.13b indicates that the flows seldom

reach more than eight packets (though the longest flow contains 44) which gives a basis for the empirical

estimation of the fragment list discussed in Section 6.3.1.

The observations from Figure 6.13 replicate the findings from Shannon, Moore, and Claffy [115]

about the expected fragment count of two. The explanation leads to a most common use case of IP

fragmentations, which is the transmission of packets through network tunnels. Namely, the addition of a

tunnel header, such as NVGRE (see Figure 2.1) may result in the oversized packet if the original frame

was already MTU-sized. The one-packet flows are incomplete and most like the result of network packet

loss.
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Figure 6.13. Sample mean and the CI of the fragment count grouped by R.

6.7. Conclusions

As indicated by the efficiency, inter-arrival, flow density, and length, the evidence examined in Sec-

tion 6.6 supports the traffic locality hypothesis. Likewise, the initial assumption about the sufficient flow

table size holds as well. Specifically, the 4-way flow table with the minimum size of 128 has at least the

95% success rate. In addition, the optimal associativity, which gives measurable performance improve-

ment, is four to eight.
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The performance estimation method developed for this work gave consistent measurements across a

wide range of parameters. The large-scale traffic mixing technique improves the quality of experimental

data by increasing the bandwidth and statistical variability. That is especially important for the case of

fragmented traffic, which is under-represented in Internet network samples. The traffic mixing ration R

emerged as a crucial parameter for controlling the variance of the data. Chiefly, the high mixing ratio

produces the most bandwidth and stress for the model. However, the samples are highly uniform when

the ratio is high, which may be counter-productive in some cases. For instance, if the purpose of the

experiment is parameter tuning or training the ML model, it may lead to "overfitting" the parameters.

Nonetheless, this hypothesis is only observational and deserves thorough evaluation.

The final remark is about the technical aspect of the work. Since the experiment is based on random-

ized sample selection, by controlling the "seed" of a random number generator, the individual tests need

not be stored as they are fully reproducible. The produced saving of the storage should not be neglected

as the packet traces from multi-gigabit networks can consume terabytes of disk space. In addition to stor-

age costs, the simulation experiment uses a high amount of computing power. Fortunately, the individual

experiments are independent and can be executed in parallel on the computing cluster.
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The work presented in this dissertation is an extensive study of the applications and effectiveness

of flow classifiers, with a focus on the internal memory architecture. Special consideration was given

to collecting up-to-date experimental data, using various publicly available data sets. Likewise, since

the research was oriented toward hardware, the software simulator of the hardware design became the

principal exploratory tool enabling design space exploration through parameter grid search. The work

on the simulation culminated in two publications on the subject, namely "Flow caching effectiveness

in packet forwarding applications" [14] and "Estimating the Memory Consumption of a Hardware IP

Defragmentation Block" [20].

The main achievements of the thesis are:

– The simulation of the 5-tuple flow cache proves the design 90% effective for 512-entries, thus

proving the thesis for internet applications such as routing NAT.

– The large-scale simulation of the IP defragmentation, which yields wort case 80% success rate

with 2048-entry flow table, demonstrates the caching approach successful in stateful protocol pro-

cessing.

– The simulation system created for the thesis is being integrated with the FPGA design flow at

Semihalf as a verification system for SystemVerilog IP Cores.

– The high-speed Toeplitz hashing block is a part of Kornik Smart NIC.

The thesis states, that the optimal use of cache memory in packet classifiers leads to significant per-

formance improvements and power savings. The experimental results from the simulation experiments

prove that the relatively inexpensive flow cache with 512 to 2048 entries can process a diverse range of

traffic types, maintaining high effectiveness (worst case 80%, expected above 90%). It follows, that the

flow memory applies to a wide range of problems from caching through classification to supporting the

connection-based Internet protocols.

Apart from the size, the memory organization of the system is of equal importance. As proven by the

comparative analysis of cache associativity, the optimal cache organization oscillates between two-way

and four-way, depending on the circumstance. The higher associativity gives diminishing or statistically

marginal returns.

Further, discussion of the design of Kornik - a commercial 400G FPGA Smart NIC [23], proves the

critical role of memory resources in high-speed FPGA designs.

Beyond the specific estimates, there are two memorable conclusions drawn from the carried out

experiments. First of all, the employment of a flow memory as a packet processing cache, as in Chapter

4 does not differ substantially from the IP flow table from Chapter 6. In effect, the same memory design

can deal with various network problems, facilitating design reuse. That further strengthens the case that

the thesis put forward in this work bears significance for the networking industry.

Finally, the methodological approach developed in Chapter 6 requires a separate assessment. Since

the accelerated networking system forms a software-hardware hierarchy, the line-rate hardware pipeline

is assisted by the slower but more flexible software. Thus, the hardware can speculate or use heuristics as
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long as it improves the total system throughput. The foremost example of the speculative approach is the

use of caches, which was discussed at length in Chapters 3 and 4. Moreover, since the network hardware

acts as a classifier or a predictor, the data-scientific methods concerning classification can achieve equal

success in the field of network processing. This concept was the basis for the novel evaluation technique

employed in Chapter 6. In future work, the same principle ought to be applied to packet processing

hardware, which can equally learn from the data.
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Glossary

ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode is a packet-switching telecommunication protocol based on time-

division multiplexing.. 44

IP block A modular piece of hardware realizing a specific function, e.g., a CRC checksum calculator.

Many IP blocks are offered commercially by semiconductor companies.. 19, 21, 34

IP Core A custom silicon or FPGA module, which is distributed to third parties, such as a DMA engine

or a CRC computation block.. 21, 56

NVGRE Network Virtualization using GRE. It uses Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) to tunnel

Layer 2 packets over Layer 3 networks.. 12, 85

QUIC A low-latency, multiplexed transport protocol aimed at replacing HTTPS.. 44, 45, 69

SPI Asynchronous Transfer Mode is a packet-switching telecommunication protocol based on time-

division multiplexing.. 45

VxLAN Virtual Extensible LAN, a tunnel protocol carrying original Ethernet Frames in UDP packets.

12, 20, 44
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Acronyms

ACL Access Control List. 34

ARP Address Resolution Protocol. 13

ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit. 8, 18

BRAM Block RAM. 61–64

CAM Content-Addressable Memory. 44, 49, 71

CDF Cummulative Distribution Function. 42–44, 46, 48, 49, 52, 78, 79, 82, 85

CI Confidence Interval. 78, 81, 82, 85

CLB Configurable Logic Blocks. 36, 63

COTS Commercial Off-The-Shelf. 19

DDOS Distributed Denial Of Service. 76

DMA Direct Memory Access. 8, 19, 20

DNS Domain Name Service. 38

DPDK Data Plane Development Kit. 15, 18

DPI Deep packet Inspection. 16, 45, 70

DPU Data Processing Unit. 18, 20, 21, 26, 27

DRAM Dynamic Random Aaccess Memory. 70

DS Differentiated Services. 44, 45

ESP Encapsulated Security Protocol. 30

FCS Frame Checksum. 17

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array. 9, 36, 56, 60, 62, 63, 70

FTP File Transfer Protocol. 38

GRE Generic Routing Encapsulation. 12

GTP GPRS Tunnelling Protocol. 44, 45

HBM High Bandwidth Memory. 20, 21

HTTP Hypertex Transfer Protocol. 38

IDS Intrusion Detection System. 21, 27

IFG Inter-Frame Gap. 17

ISP Internet Service Provider. 80, 83

KDE Kernel Density Estimation. 81, 84

LRO Large Receive Offload. 30

LRU Least Recently Used. 44, 49, 50, 71–73, 76



100 Acronyms

LUT Lookup Table. 60, 63

ML Machine Learning. 75, 86

MPLS Multi Protocol Label Switching. 44

MTU Maximum Transmission Unit. 67, 85

NAT Network Address Translation. 16, 53

NIC Network Interface Card. 8, 9, 15, 18–21, 30, 48, 56, 57, 63, 66, 70

NPU Network Processing Unit. 8

NRE Non-Recurring Engineering. 19

PCB Printed Circuit Board. 18, 20

PCI-E PCI Express. 19–21

PDF Probability Density Function. 42–44, 78, 81, 82, 85

pps Packets Per Second. 17

QoS Quality Of Service. 16, 30

RAN Radio Access Network. 14, 18

RFC Request For Comments. 66

RSS Receive Side Scaling. 30

SCTP Stream Control Transmission Protocol. 69
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